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S U M M A R Y 
In the present work transport studies across 
PERICARDIAL MEMBRANE have been conducted employing the 
laws of irreversible thermodynamics. Four different 
modifications in the concentration cell assembly de-
veloped by Sollner and Gregor were employed to determine 
the various thermodynamic measurements. The theoretical 
basis of the experiments were the laws of irreversible 
thermodynamics developed by various workers to determine 
the transport phenomenon across the membranes. 
The PERICARDIUM is the outermost covering of the 
heart. It is composed of an outer layer, the fibrous 
pericardium, and an inner layer, the serous pericardium. 
It influences the cardiac action in a number of ways. 
Bovine pericardium, chemically treated with glutaralde-
hyde fixation, has also been used in the construction of 
heart valve substitutes for over a decade. Yet, little 
is known about the mechanical, thermodynamical and 
transport properties of this important biomembrane. 
The present work has been presented under four 
main headings, (a) study of active and passive transport 
across pericardial membrane , (b) study of bi-and multi-
ionic potential across pericardium , (c) study of 
membrane resistance, capacitance and impedance , and 
(d) 3tudy of conductance of uptake aide, discharge aide 
and across the membrane. 
The RATIONALE for this plan of work, discussed in 
four parts i.e. a, b, c and d is as follows : 
(a) Kobatake et al and Kamo et al. proposed a mathe-
matical model for studying the transport of ions across 
artificial membranes which has been extensively used in 
studying transport phenomenon. Arif et al used this 
model to examine the feasibility of using these equa-
tions to study transport phenomenon across biological 
membranes. 
The transport across artificial membraine is a 
passive phenomenon governed purely by physical forces, 
while transport in living tissues is through active 
energy requiring process as well as by passive process. 
An enzymatic system in cell membranes actively trans-
ports sodium ions outward and potassium ions inward. 
Active sodium and potassium transport in the biomembrane 
is a stoichiometric reaction in which three sodium ions 
move outward, two potassium ions move inward, and one 
terminal phosphate bond of ATP is hydrolyzed at the 
inner surface of the membrane. 
It is clinically important to study both the active and 
the passive transport under the influence of varying 
milieu interior. 
Schatzman showed that Ouabain in low concentra-
tions are specific inhibitors of cation transport. This 
effect has been used to distinguish between active and 
passive transport of cations across semipermeable mem-
branes in several tissues such as human red blood cells 
(RBC), neural tissue and amphibian skin. In the present 
work the study of transport of ions across the pericar-
dial membrane of buffalo (Bof. bubalis) was carried out 
before and after blocking the active transport. The 
blockage of active transport was done by employing 
different concentrations of ouabain (G-Strophanthin) in 
aqueous sodium and potassium chlorides solutions sepa-
rated by the pericardial membrane. The effect of various 
doses of ouabain on membrane potential was recorded and 
the optimum dose of ouabain for blocking the active 
transport in the pericardium was carried out under the 
experimental conditions. 
(b) When two ionic solutions, each of which contains a 
different counter-ion and the same co-ion are separated 
by charged membranes, a potential develops across the 
membrane which is called as bi-ionic potential (BIP), 
Marshall and Sollner formulated equations quantitatively 
descriptive of observed BIP phenomena. 
Bi-ionic potentials are complex phenomenon. Even a 
qualitative interpretation requires a detailed examina-
tion of the system. The process occurring in a bi-ionic 
cell is inter diffusion of the two counter ions (ca-
tions) within the membrane. Many studies have been 
carried out since Michaelis, published the first meas-
urement of bi-ionic potentials in 1933. Most of their 
study was restricted to univalent ions and limited to 
the case where membranes have extreme ionic selectivity, 
such as highly charged membranes and nerve membranes 
In the present work BIP and MIP were "recorded 
across the buffalo pericardial membrane employing dif-
ferent uni-iinivalent electrolytes using a technique 
developed in our laboratory. Effects of activity of 
different cation and concentrations of electrolyte on 
the bi-ionic potential and multi-ionic potential were 
observed during the course of study. Time-dependent 
study on BIP and MIP across the pericardium was also 
done across the pericardium. 
(c) It is well established that a fluid bilayer is 
relatively permeable to ions. It has been reported by 
various investigators that the transport of ions is 
controlled and influenced by the electric double layer 
formed at the membrane/electroly-te interface. This 
aspect has been examined to explain the results of our 
finding. 
The resistance, capacitance and impedance associ-
ated with the membrane depend on various factors, such 
as temperature bathing, frequency, nature of membrane 
and other physical parameters. These effects have adap-
tive significance for the sensitivity of living tissues 
especially for pericardium but yet provide no informa-
tion on the molecular basis for their change. 
During the course of the present study the meas-
urements of resistance, capacitance, impedance and 
reactance have been carried out as a function of con-
centration, and frequency for the electrolytes NaCl and 
KCl. 
(d) In general the two surfaces of membranes have been 
considered to be functionally almost identical. However, 
recently investigators have paid their attention on the 
directionality as well as efficiency of two sides of the 
membranes. The side which accepts the ion is called 
uptake side and which release the ion on another side is 
called discharge side of the membrane. Experiments have 
shown that the binding site has a higher ion binding 
affinity on the uptake side of the membrane, and a lower 
affinity on the discharge side. Therefore, in addition 
to the study of total transport across the membrane, it 
was considered appropriate to examine the conductance of 
the two sides of the membrane separately along with the 
conductance across the membrane in the present study. 
The thesis comprises of seven chapters. 
Chapter-1 gives the introduction and the general 
review of literature on the subject. 
Chapters-2 deals with the review of literature related 
to biological membrane and transport phenomenon. 
Chapter-3 gives the details of experimental set-up and 
the different modifications of the technique to study 
the various aspects of membrane transport detailed 
above. 
Chapter-4 deals the study of active and passive trans-
port. In this study we discussed the effect of ouabain 
(G-Strophanthin) on the active transports of ions across 
the membrane. 
Chapter-6 deals with the study of bi- and multi-ionic 
potential. 
Chapter-6 relates to the examination of electrical 
resistance, capacitance and impedance. 
Chapter-7 contains the study of conductance of electrolyte filled 
on uptake side, discharge side and across the membrane. 
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The following observations and conclusions were made: 
1. The anion selective property of pericardial membrane as reported 
by Arif et al (ref. 28 chap. 6) was confirmed in our study also. 
2. The optimal dose of ouabain for blocking active sites was found to 
be 1x10' M under the experimental conditions. 
3. The blockage of active transport was achieved with the use of the 
above dose of ouabain. The active and passive transport numbers 
were calculated quantitatively by using the values of normal and 
blocked membrane potentials. The ratio of active to passive trans-
port number was then calculated. The active transport was found to 
be 3-5% of the total transport. It is thus apparent that the active sites 
have a dominant role to play to be able to counteract the outnumber-
ing passive sites of transport in maintaining the milieu interior. 
4. The results indicated that the active and passive sites of ion 
transport may not be fixed moieties in the membrane but are 
interconvertible under the varying environmental conditions. This find-
ing is of great applied interest. The alteration in the finding is of great 
applied interest. The alteration in the number of active and passive sites 
may thus be an important adujstment at cellular level in living beings in 
maintaining the integrity of the cell by controlling the movements of 
electrolytes and other substances across the cell well. 
5. Determination of bi-ionic potential which is measure of selectivity 
of membrane for different ions, has generally not been reported in 
biological membranes because of the complexity of the membrane 
matrix. jOur results show that bi-ionic potential can be easily 
determined in the case of pericardial membrane, which is positively 
charged. 
Active transport ocross the membrane causes rapid fall of values of 
bi-ionic potential with further decrease in values of log C. 
7. Difference in binding asymmetry of uptake and discharge sides 
causes immediate rise in bi-ionic potential with decrease in the 
value of log C. 
8. The values of bi-ionic potential are time dependent. Initial changes 
occur rapidly and then slowly. 
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9. Values of multi-ionic potentials are lower than the corresponding 
values of bi-ionic potentials. 
10. Observed values of electrical resistance R, decreases with in-
crease in electrolyte concentration and applied frequency. 
11. The values of electrical capacitance/Cj^ increases with increase in 
concentration of electrolyte and decreases with increase in applied 
frequencey. 
12. The values of impedance Z decreases with increase in concentra-
tion of electrolyte and applied frequency, which indicates that 
conduction of ions across the membrane is taking place with ease. 
13. The values of electrical double layer capcitance (C^) were calculat-
ed from different equations. These values were found to differ. 
This difference in values of C^ may be due to the presence of 
polarizing charge, binding asymmetry of ions on the both sides of 
membrane and other structural details of membrane matrix. 
14. The sequence of order of specific conductance for different electro-
lyte was found as : Na,SO^ > KCl > NaCl > LiCI. 
15. Specific conductance of uptake side, discharge 
side and across the membrane differs from each other. 
The order of their values is as : Uptake side > dis-
charge side > across the membrane. 
16. All the three kinds of specific conductance in-
crease with Increase in electrolyte concentration and 
attain a maximum value. 
17. Uptake side and discharge side of membrane will 
affect the pericardial fluid membrane hemodynamics. It 
is now well known that the biomembranes have an uptake 
side and a discharge side to permit flow of water and 
electrolytes. However, in a situation like pericardial 
sac where the discharge side is on the inner aspect of 
the sac, will favour a constant flow of fluid into the 
sac. But clinically this is not allowed to happen as 
accumulation of large amount of fluid will adversely 
affect the cardiac action. It has therefore been hy-
pothesized by us that the uptake and discharge side may 
also be interchangeable. This interconversion, which is 
probably controlled by pressure changes in pericardial 
sac, will prevent excessive accumulation of fluid in the 
pericardial cavity. 
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Living things are composed of intrinsically inani-
mate molecules. The molecules of which living organisms 
are composed conform to all the familiar laws of chemis-
try, but they also interact with each other in accord-
ance with the molecular logic of the living state. 
Scientists have constantly initiated nature, especially, 
living nature. This direction appears even more promis-
ing at the present time, since the artificial tools, 
materials, or processes, developed are not only useful 
in themselves but, in addition provide models which on 
investigation provide deeper ixnderstanding of the natu-
ral phenomenon. 
Membrane phenomenon is a note-worthy product of 
this philosophy since the transport of materials across 
natural or artificial membranes has captured the 
interest of chemists, chemical engineers and biologists. 
Chemists and chemical engineers would like to 
understand the mechanism of transport so that with the 
knowledge so gained they would be able to fabricate 
membranes of any desired property or properties to be 
used to understand the behavior of complex biomembranes 
in terms of established physico-chemical principles. 
From a view of the field over the long time span 
of about fifty years, the science of membrane 
permeability has undergone a remarkable development with 
the arrival of a few new concepts of irreversible 
thermodynamics. 
In this present work transport studies across 
biomembrane have been discussed with the applicability 
of irreversible thermodynamics on pericardial membrane. 
The pericarditim is the outermost covering of the 
heart. It is composed of an outer layer, the fibrous 
pericardium, and an inner layer, the serous pericardium 
(1). Bovine pericardium, chemically modified by 
glutaraldehyde fixation, has been used in the 
construction of heart valve substitutes for over a 
decade (2), but, as yet, little is known about the 
mechanical, thermodynamical and transport properties of 
this material. 
In the present work the laws of irreversible 
thermodynamics developed by Kobatake et al (3,4) and 
Magasawa et. al. (5) have been applied to discuss the 
theories of transport of electrolyte or nonelectrolyte 
particles through pericardium under four main headings, 
(a) study of active and passive transport across 
pericardial membrane (b) study of bi-emd multi-ionic 
potential across pericardium (c) study of membrane 
resistamce, capacitance and impedance (d) study of 
conductance of uptake side, discharge side and across 
the membrane. 
The rationale for this plan of work, divided in 
four parts i.e. a, b, c and d is as follows : 
(a) Kobatake et al (3,4) and Kamo et al. (6) pro-
posed a mathematical model for studying the transport of 
ions across artificial membranes which has been exten-
sively used in studying transport phenomenon. Arif et al 
(7) used this model to examine the feasibility of using 
these equations to study transport phenomenon across 
biological membremes. 
The transport across artificial membrane is a 
passive phenomenon governed purely by physical forces, 
while transport in living tissues is through active 
energy requiring process as well as by passive process. 
An enzymatic system in cell membranes actively 
transports sodium ions outward and potassium ions 
inward. Active sodium and potassium transport in the 
biomembrane is a stoichiometric reaction in which three 
sodium ions move outward, two potassium ions move 
inward, and one terminal phosphate bond of ATP is 
hydrolysed at the inner surface of the membrane (8). It 
is inhibited by cardiac glycosides such as ouabain. It 
appears in broken membranes as an ATPase activity which 
is dependent upon sodium and potassium, and is sensitive 
to ouabain (9,10). 
Schataman (11) showed that ouabain in low 
concentrations are specific inhibitors of cation 
transport. This effect has been used to distinguish 
between active and passive transport of cations across 
semipermeable membranes in several tissues such as human 
red blood cells (RBC), neural tissue and amphibian skin 
(12-15,16), 
In the present work the study of transport of ions 
across the pericardial membrane of buffalo (Bof. buba-
lis) was carried out before and after blocking the 
active transport. The blockage of active transport was 
done by employing different concentrations of ouabain 
(G-5trophanthin) in aqueous sodium and potassium chlo-
rides solutions separated by the pericardial membrane. 
The effect of various doses of ouabain on membrane 
potential was recorded and the optimum dose of ouabain 
for blocking the active transport in the pericardium was 
carried out under the experimental conditions. 
Biological transport was first reviewed in 1963 by 
Hokin and Hokin. The living cells have two types of 
mechanism of transport, viz, the active and the passive 
transport, as against the artificial membranes which 
have only the passive type of transport mechanism. With 
the active tramsport mechanism, the cells are able to 
maintain an electrolyte gradient across the cell 
membrane which is essential for their normal biological 
+ 
activities and survival. This active transport of Na 
and K ions hinges on the assumptions (a) that both 
+ + 
inward and outward passage of Na and K ions across the 
membrane have to occur through the sodium, potassium 
+ + 
pump and (b> that single file diffusion of Na /K is not 
taking place any where along the path. 
It is, therefore important to study both the 
active and the passive transport under the influence of 
varying milieu interior, e.g. variation in concentration 
of electrolytic solutions on the two sides of the mem-
brane. 
In the present study the transport across the 
intact biological membrane under the situation of active 
and passive transport has been conducted and reported 
using the set of theories of membrane potential equa-
tions, derived from previous work of others. An examina-
tion of the effect of variation in the concentration of 
aqueous solutions of sodium and potassium chlorides on 
the active and passive transport across the pericardial 
membrane was done. 
(b) When two ionic solutions, each of which contains a 
different co\Anter-ion and the same co-ion are separated 
by charged membranes, a potential develops across the 
membrane which is called as bi-ionic potential (BIP) 
(16a}. An extensive review of the phenomenological and 
historical aspects of potentials of this type has been 
given by Sollner (17,18). Marshall (19) and Sollner 
(17,18) formulated equations quantitatively descriptive 
of observed BIP phenomena. Marshall also considered 
multi-ionic potentials (MIP), i.e., potentials which 
arise when mixtures of different ions are separated by a 
selective membrane. The treatment used by Marshall is 
essentially that employed earlier by Michaelis (20). 
Takeguchl H. and Makagakl M. (21) discussed the 
bi-tonic potentials of bovine lens capsules and collodi-
on membranes. Thejr commented that bl-ionic potential is 
not usually found in biological membrane systems because 
the fixed charge of most biological membranes is nega-
+ + 
tlve, and Na and K ion concentrations are high in the 
outer and inner phases of cell membranes, respectively. 
However, they found that bovine lens capsule has posi-
tive fixed charge and so they considered it necessary to 
study bi-ionic potential in the case of bovine lens 
capsule. In our laboratory, it was found that the fixed 
charge on the pericardial membrane is positive and 
membrane is anion selective (22). Therefore, the study 
of bi-ionic potential is necessary with this biological 
membrane, i.e., pericardial membrane. 
6i-ionic potentials are complex phenomenon. Even a 
qualitative interpretation requires a detailed 
examination of the system. The process occurring in a 
bi-ionic cell is inter diffusion of the two counter ions 
(cations) within the membrane. Many studies have been 
carried out since Michaelis (23), published the first 
measurement of bi-ionic potentials in 1933 (23-39). Most 
of their study was restricted to univalent ions and 
limited to the case where membranes have extreme ionic 
selectivity, such as highly charged membranes and nerve 
membrjuaes. Sollner (17,18) tried to explain the 
mechanism of bi-ionic potential and assumed that the BIP 
arises from a combination, of factors. These factors are 
primarily the exiatance of fixed charges with in the 
pores of a membrane competitive ion exchange adsorption 
of the anions and heteroporosity of membranes (40-41). 
Siddiqi et al (42) discussed the bi-ionic 
potential with the parchament supported membranes, BIP 
was measured for the cobalt and mercuric tungstat 
parchament supported membranes with different pairs of 
electrolyte solutions. Theoretical values of BIP have 
been calculated by using the theories of membrane 
potential and observed values of BIP was recorded 
according to the theory developed by Toyoshima and 
Nozakl (43) based on non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Beg 
et. al. (44) recorded the bi-ionic potential across two 
parchament supported cobalt and chromium orthovanadate 
membranes using various univalent electrolytes and 
compared them with the theoretically calculated values. 
Ratkaje (45) developed an electric work method and 
applied the method to a liquid junction assuming that 
the liquid junction contain the mixture of two 
electrolytes (HaCl, KCl). The contributions to the BIP 
were calculated from the mathematical equation given by 
him (45), 
In the present work BIP and MIP were recorded 
across the buffalo pericardial membrane using different 
uni-univalent electrolytes using a technique developed 
in our laboratory. Effects of activity of different 
cation and concentrations of electrol7te on the bi-ionic 
potential and multi-ionic potential were observed during 
the course of study. Time-dependent study on BIP and MIP 
across the pericardium was also done across the 
pericardium. 
(c) There is an intuitive view that a fluid bilayer is 
relatively permeable to ions. The idea that a fluid 
bilayer is relatively permeable to ions has to be 
countered by the fact that cations do not pass through 
the hydrophobic region of a bilayer to any significant 
extent. Instead they pass through structural defects in 
the bilayer and in natural membranes such pathway 
contribute negligibly to the membranes ionic 
permeability (46). In fact transport of ions take place 
through protein chaimels and bilayer fluidity only 
influences transport via channel kinetics (47,48). 
It has been reported by various investigators (49-
52) that the transport of ions is controlled and 
Influenced by the electric double layer formed at the 
membrane/electro Ijrbe interface. The electrical 
resistance of membrane is equivalent to their 
impermeability to Ions through this electrical double 
layer and the membrane/electrolyte Interface. Membrane 
capacitance was considered as an Important property of 
the process of transport of Ions across membrane and is 
greatly affected by time constant of membreme process, 
dielectric constant of medlxim and variation in 
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concentration of protein of membrane. The membrane 
capacitance of natural membrane is slightljr higher than 
the pure lipid membrane (53). The study on capacitance 
and conductance on various membranes revealed that the 
effect of electrolyte concentrations and frequency on 
the membrane capacitance may be due to some structural 
changes in the membrane structure (54-66). 
In the impedance study of membrane, particular 
success has been found using impedance spectroscopy to 
develop a model for carrier transport in perturbed ion 
conducting, sited membranes (56-59). Richard P. Buck 
(60) analyzed the common impedance features •* bulk 
geometric, surface kinetics, resistance and capacitance 
for unsupported systems. He also described the effects 
of interfacial kinetic sources with single interface 
impedance measurement to isolate kinetic process at one 
interface. Lakshminarayanaiah, N. (61) has discussed the 
importance of the impedance measurement and interpreted 
the data in terms of resistance and capacitance 
characteristics of simple membranes. 
The resistance, capacitance and impedance 
associated with the membrane depend on various factors, 
such as temperature bathing, frequency, nature of 
membrane and other physical parameters. These effects 
have adaptive significance for the sensitivity of living 
tissues especially for pericardium but yet provide no 
information on the molecular basis for their change. 
11 
During the course of the present study the meas-
urements of resistance, capacitance, Impedance and 
reactance have been carried out as a function of con-
centration, time and frequency for the electrolytes HaCl 
and KCl. Special emphasis has been laid on the thermody-
namical, biochemical and physiological aspects of these 
parameters with special reference to pericardial mem-
brane . 
(d) Membrane surfaces are so complex that none of the 
available electrostatic theories can be expected to be 
suitable and reliable for their general description. 
Each common electrostatic model has its own, frequently 
over estimated, range of validity. Transport of ions, 
either it is carrier mediated or concentration gradient 
driven, greatly influenced by membrane surface 
electrostatics. The membrane surface electrostatics 
modulate various factors such as (i) interfacial 
polarity and the dielectric constant of the medium and 
of the membrane (62-64) (ii) tendency of membrane to 
bind water, i.e. hydration (65-66) (iii) Ion 
distribution on the surface of the membrane to various 
ions and molecules (67-75). 
Besides these, there are other factors also which 
affect ion transport across and within the membrane e.g. 
temperature, pressure, ion interaction, size of ions, 
concentration etc. It is obvious from the recent 
research that ions which cross the membrane in the form 
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of molecular complex are leas sensitive to the interfa-
cial electrostatic permeability barrier than bare ions 
(76). Membrane permeability for ions increases with the 
ion size and decreases with the interfacial hydration. 
A lot of investigations have been carried out to 
discus the permeability as well as transport of ions. 
Light has been thrown on this transport phenomenon from 
various angles on the various models adopted by 
investigators. But in general both the surfaces of the 
membrane have been considered almost identical and the 
difference of the both surfaces is neglected in most of 
the models. 
Recently investigators have paid their attention 
on the directionality as well as efficiency of active 
transport. The side which accepts the ion is called 
uptake side and which release the ion on another side is 
called discharge side of the membrane. Experiments have 
shown that the binding site has a higher ion binding 
affinity on the uptake side of the membrane, and a lower 
affinity on the discharge side (76a). Theoretical treat-
ments show that such differences are related to the 
maximum transport rate (77-79). In the earliest model 
for active transport (80-82), the direction of ion 
movement was considered to be controlled by the alter-
nate opening of a binding cavity on the uptake and 
discharge sides of membrane. Tanford (79) related the 
accessibility of binding site to different sides of 
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membrane to conform&tional changes in the transport 
protein. In all these models, the binding site is located 
in the transmembrane region, and energy to drive the 
cycle is derived from the hydrolysis of ATP. 
A number of techniques (83-86) exist to measure 
the membrane conductance which depends on the intrinsic 
properties such as the fixed charge concentration, 
temperature, and composition of the external solution. 
These techniques measure the total conductance 
across the membrane but do not take into account the 
effect of difference in the conductance of the uptake 
and discharge side of the membrane. Since the conduct-
ance of uptake and discharge side of the membrane are 
of great physiological lmport«mce, we in the present 
study have examined the conductance of uptake and dis-
charge side alongwith the conductance across the mem-
brane . 
Although, there are difficulties and limitations 
of our instruments and experimental model described in 
chapter-3, but the results are significant and we hope 
that the finding of this work will form basis for 
future research on this important and interesting field 
of transport studies across biomembrane. 
A detailed overview on these aspects has been 
presented in Ghapter-2. Techniques of experimental work 
are described in chapter-3. The results have been criti-
cally analyzed and discussed in the chapter (4 - 7). 
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2.1. Heabrane : 
Any complete definition given to cover all the 
facets of membrane behaviour will be inexact and any 
precise statement will be incomplete (1). It can be 
defined as a phase, usually heterogeneous, acting as a 
barrier to the flow of molecular and ionic specus 
present in the liquids and/or vapours contacting the two 
surfaces. 
In a broader sense membrane can also be defined as 
a solid or liquid film or layer with a thickness which 
is small compared to its surface. Depending on the 
internal physical structure and external physicochemical 
performance, membrane can be heterogeneous or homogene-
ous (2-10). "Homogeneous membranes" are co- harent ion 
exchanger gels in the shape of discs, ribbons etc. Their 
structure is that of usual ion exchanger resirs. They 
are homogeneous only in dimensions which are larger as 
compared to the mesh-width of the matrix. "Heterogeneous 
membranes" consist of colloidal ion exchanger particles 
embedded in an inner binder (polystyrene, polyethylene, 
wax etc.). For scientific investigations, homogenous 
membranes have been preferred even in the past because 
of their more uniform structure. 
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While the importance of membranes was recognized 
as early as at the end of the nineteenth century, the 
search for models of these membranes started at the same 
time. In the course of the twentieth century a new 
branch of science was established concerned with the 
physical, chemical and biological rules that membranes 
obey and with membrane application in many regions of 
every day life. Membranes may be broadly classified in 
to two types (a) natural and (b) artificial membranes. 
(a) Natural or biological membranes are considered to 
have a fundamental unit membrane structure which is a 
bimolecular leaf let of lipid with their polar groups 
oriented towards the two aqueous, the extra cellular and 
the intracellular, phases of the cell. The biological 
membranes have applied significance because of its 
various other properties. Therefore, it is quite inter-
esting to investigate the properties of natural mem-
branes in order to understand the factors influencing 
the structure and functions of biological membranes. 
(b) The artificial membranes ar prepared in the labo-
ratories from various substances, such as, ion exchange 
resins, inorganic substances and lipids etc. The artifi-
cial membranes differed in many aspects (in thickness, 
for example) from biological membranes. Various other 
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types of membranes have been prepared artificially such 
as, parchment supported membranes. Cellophane type of 
membranes are extensively used in refining the brackish 
water and in other electrolytic processes. Some mem-
branes are also formed by extracting the constituents of 
biomembranes itself e.g. monolayer and bilayer lipid 
membranes. Plethora of literatvire on such artificially 
prepared membranes are available wi-th detailed reviews 
on them (11-13). 
2.1.1 Structure of Biologioal aaabrmea : 
Biological membranes are mainly composed of lip-
ids, proteins and carbohydrates. The fundamental unit 
of membrane structure is a bimolecular leaflet of lipid 
with their polar groups oriented towards the two aque-
ous, the extracellular and the intracellular, phases of 
the cell. The other component, protein, is supposed to 
exist close to the polar heads of the leaflet (14-16). 
The lipidic component of a membrane is represented 
primarily by phospholipids. The most important is the 
group of phosphoglycerides. Proteins play two roles in a 
biological membrane. Some of them support the texture of 
membrane. Another group of proteins participates direct-
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ly in the membrane processes, such as, chemical reaction 
and metabolic tremsport. 
Several models have been proposed for the arrange-
ment of lipids and proteins in a membrane. Daniel 
proposed a model in which proteins were adsorbed on both 
sides of the membrane. Later on Robertson (17) made 
modification by proposing that the membrane consists of 
a bilayer of mixed polaur lipids, with their hydrocarbon 
chains oriented inwards to form a continuous hydrocarbon 
phase and their hydrophobic heads oriented outwards. 
Later on. Singer and Nicholson (18) proposed the 'fluid 
mosaic model' according to which the phospholipids are 
arranged in a bilayer to form a fluid, liquid-crystal-
line matrix or a core, the individual liquid molecules 
of bilayer move laterally which, inturn, may account for 
some of their physical behaviour like fluidity, flexi-
bility and characteristically high electric resistance 
as well as relative permeability to highly polar mole-
cules. The various membranes being globular in nature 
may form a mosaic-like structure in the otherwise fluid 
phospholipid bilayers. This arrangement of mosaic is not 
stationary but have rather dynamic equilibria between 
several possible structural entities. Such a fluid 
mosaic model accounts for the biophysical, electrical 
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and transport properties of membranes. 
In the lipid bilayer, the proteins are arranged in 
mosaic fashion which have been divided into two broad 
categories. Intrinsic or integral proteins are associat-
ed with membrane in a line and permanent fashion. The 
integral proteins are oriented in such a manner that 
their hydrophobic aminoacids hurried in hydrophobic 
region of lipid bilayer and polar acids on the surface. 
Thus, same type of integral proteins are extrinsic or 
peripheral proteins showing a weaker association (19-
22). Further more, the intrinsic proteins that protude 
all the way through the membrane are known to provide 
structural channels or pores through which water soluble 
substances, especially, the ions can diffuse between the 
extracellular and intracellular fluid. However, they 
cause preferential diffusion of some of the substances 
more than those of the others, while some of them also 
act as a carrier protein for the transport of the sub-
stances that are too large to diffuse through the pores. 
There are still others which act as enzyme. 
The peripheral proteins, on the other hand, that 
are attached to the surface of the membrane and do not 
penetrate, occur either entirely or almost entrirely on 
porietaUayer vargebVood 
of serous vessel 
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Figure cQ : Different layers of the 
pericardium. 
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the inside of all the membrane. These peripheral pro-
teins function almost entirely as enzyme. 
Jiri Koryata (23) have sunmerised the considerable 
investigations and concepts of various researchers about 
the composition and structure of many biological mem-
brane systems. 
2.1.2 Perioaurdiua : 
The pericardium is the outermost covering of the 
heartfi^ jtlt is composed of an outer layer, the fibrous 
pericardium and am inner layer, the serous pericardium 
(24). The fibrous pericardium is connected to the dia-
phragm by a loose fibrous diaphragmatic attachment and 
to the sternum by the sterno-pericardial ligaments. The 
serous pericardium consists of a parietal and a visceral 
layer. The parietal layer, is contiguous with the fi-
brous pericardium and is separated from the visceral 
layer, which covers the muscular wall of the heart, by 
the pericardial cavity. 
It is the combined outer layer of the serous 
pericardium and the fibrous pericardium which is used to 
construct bioprosthetic valve leaflets. This soft col-
lagenous tissue consists predominally of collagen, 
e last in, groiuid substance and water. Collagen is the 
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polypeptide chain which when organized into fibres is 
thought to dominate the structural integrity and gross 
mechanical behaviour of the tissue. Elastin is globular 
rather than helical. The ground substance consists of 
mucopolysacharide, glycoproteins and soluble protens and 
accounts for less than IX of the total tissue weight. 
Bovine pericardium in its natural state consists of 76% 
by weight of water (25). Almost all of this water is 
unbound. 
2.1.2.1 Function of the Pericardium : 
Under normal conditions the pericardium with its 
fluid lubricates the moving surfaces of the heart, holds 
the heart in a fixed geometric position and isolates the 
heart from other structures in the thorax, thus prevent-
ing adhesions and spread of infection (26). Main func-
tion of the pericardium are siommarised as : (i) prevents 
dilation of the heart chambers and insures that the 
level of transmural cardiac pressures will be law, never 
exceeding a few mm Hg; (27,28-33). (ii) During the 
condition of strenuous exercise, pericardium prevents 
hypertrophy of the heart; (iii) limits right ventricular 
stroke work under conditions of increased left ventricu-
lar outflow resistance (34); (iv) prevents ventricular-
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tial regurgition under conditions of increased ventricu-
lar pressures end-diastolic (35,36); (v) in association 
with the lungs and tissues surrounding the pericardium 
it facilitates the filling of the atria by the develop-
ment of negative pericardial pressure during ventricular 
systolic; (vi) responds to nerve stimulation and reflex-
ly affects blood pressure and heart rate; and (vii) in 
association with the pleural fluid constitutes a hydro-
static system that automatically applies compensating 
hydrostatic pressures on the outside of the heart when 
gravitational or inertial forces acting on the heart are 
altered during accelerations. This automatic hydrostatic 
compensation insures that end-diastolic transmural 
pressure is same at all hydrostatic levels of the ven-
tricle. 
2.1.2.2 PericardiuB and Bioprosthetic Valves : 
Pericardium has recieved great significance during 
the last several years because of the use of bovine 
pericardium, chemically modified by glutaraldehyde 
fixation, in the construction of heart valve substitutes 
(37.39). But, as yet, little is known about the biophys-
ical, electrical, electrostatical and transport proper-
ties of this tissue. Bioprosthetic valves are expected 
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to prove superior to artificial valves because these do 
not require long term anticoagulant therapy. Hasan Arif 
et. al. (40) carried out biochemical analysis and trace 
element determination of buffalo pericardium and also 
has described thermodynamical properties of pericardivun 
(41-42). Trowbridge, Black and Daniel (43) examined the 
mechanical properties of bovine pericardium. Crofts and 
Trowbridge (44-45) discussed the extensibility of bovine 
pericardium under the influence of nondestructive and 
destructive uniaxial load. 
2.1.9 Transport Throu^ Bloaembranea : 
The living cell maintain the continuity of its 
properties in the midst of drastically and everchanglng 
environment by the regulation of movement in or out of 
it. Eventhough the materials are not distributed uni-
formly by within the cell, yet a definite regulation of 
interchange of materials is encountered. At one time, 
the transport of materials across the biological mem-
branes takes place etgainst concentration gradient as 
against the artificial membrane where the transport is 
determined by the concentration gradient. 
The problem of ion transport across cell membranes 
has concerned the interest of scientists working on cell 
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physiology and of electrophyaiologiata for almost over 
century. Overton's recognition of the lipoidal nature of 
the plasma membrane (46), which subsequently was atti-
tuted to the properties of the lipid bilayer that forms 
its basic structural feature (47), posed the essential 
issue: how do small ions such as Ha , K and cl tra-
verse such a non polar structure? The idea that ions 
move through specialized pathways that function as 
either "carriers" or "pores" (also called "channels") 
eventually gained general acceptance among physiolo-
gists, and similar specialized pathways were also in-
voked for the permeation of polar nonelectrolytes across 
cell membranes (46). 
Until about 30 years ago, the terms "carrier" and 
"pore" were generally used as only formal concepts. 
Today the situation is different. The discoveries of 
molecules that function as carriers or pores in artifi-
cial lipid bilayer membranes (48-49) and the isolation, 
characterization and reconstitution of transport pro-
teins form cell membranes (50) have imparted molecular 
reality to these terms. It is now confidently felt that 
transport of most ions and polar non elecholytes, in-
cluding those whose transport is describable by carrier 
kinetics, occurs through protein acceous pores (chan-
nels) spanning cell membremes (51,62). 
The recognition of the reality of channels in biological membranes 
has intensified interest in the mechanisms of transport through them. Now, 
it is becoming increasingly clear that the transport of monovalent ions 
such as Na*, K^ , H* and CI" across the biomembranes plays crucial roles in 
the function and survival of the animal cells. There are various models of 
monovalent ions transport, i.e., active transport, passive transport, co-
transport and antiport etc. Main transport phenomena are summarised as 
below. 
2.1.3.1 Active transport: 
Among the various models of transport, the phenomenon of active 
transport appears to be the most critical one, since both the ionic millieu 
of the cells as well as the consequent effects are appropriately regulated 
and maintained by such process. Active transport is the uphill or against 
concentration transport of material across the membrane. Active transport 
processes are cellular mechanisms which convey material through mem-
branes and to a higher electrochemical potential (53, 54). ( Though 
l 
transport against a gradient can occur during inter diffusion, but active 
transport is inergetically coupled to hydrolysis of ATP, while in interdif-
fusion no such energy is supplied for transport process.) In the case 
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of active transport of sodium, 3 sodium ions transported 
for every molecule of ATP being hydrolized. Active 
transport has a very vast aspect, since both the ionic 
millieu of the cells as well as the consequent effects 
are appropriately regulated and maintained by such pre-
cesses. Evedences are accumulating suggesting that the 
regulation of the ATP-ase ion pumps is mediated by 
second messengers, and some regulatory proteins are 
involved in the direct regulation of the cation pumps. 
Extensive infoldlngs of biomembranes are found in most 
cells which are specialized for active transport (55-
58). Bures, Petran and Zachar (59) discussed the active 
transport across the skin of the common frog, Rana 
temporaria representing a membrane. They observed that 
there is transport of Na against the concentration 
gradient and even in the absense of concentration gradi-
ent and also increases with increase in temperature. 
When substances inhibiting metabolic processes, e.g., 
cysinide or ouabain, are added to the cell solution, the 
-4 
current dicreases. For example, in the presence of 10 m 
ouabian it attains only 5% of the value in the absense 
of ouabain (60). 
The mechanism of active transport is mixed with 
the passive mechanism upto that extent where both can 
not be separated by a remarkable accuracy. 
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2.1.3.2 Paiaaive Transport 
The transport of material down the concentration 
gradient is called 'passive transport. The historical 
facts concerning the passive transport of alkali cation 
movements in red blood cell membranes are so intercon-
nected with those of the active fluxes that any attempt 
at tracing a separate "passive story" would be entirely 
artificial. In this context a brief account of the 
evolution of the views and ideas which guided some of 
the early workers is this field until the dual view of 
+ + 
passive and active Na and K fluxes became established. 
The fact that maamalian erythrocytes from certain 
species can maintain large concentration gradients of 
+ + 
Na K throughout thier life without changing thier 
volume was originally explained by assuming that the 
membrane was impermeable to these monovalent alkali 
cations. But now various modem concepts revealed to 
accept the carrier or channel mediated passive transport 
of these cations. These channels are not identical (61). 
The carrier mechanism is connected with a group of 
substances discovered during the last thirty years (62). 
This transport of alkali ions through passive mechanism 
depends on various factors such as concentration, tem-
perature, charge of membrane etc., (63-64). Some ions 
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can not penetrate the membrane under normal biological 
conditions but Hhen an external electric field is ap-
plied they can do so. Therefore the membrane conductivi-
ty increases considerably when the electric field 
strength increases (65). Passive mechanism of transport 
does not require any living force. 
2.1.4 Membrane Potential : 
The membranes, when used to separate two solutions 
containing different concentrations of an electrolyte 
having identifical critical ions, give rise to identical 
membrane potentials. Here the critical ion is a cation 
if the selective membrane has cation exchange proper-
ties. The membrane potentials are now functions not only 
of the concentrations and nature of critical ions in the 
two solutions but of the nature of membranes themselves. 
The earliest systematic measurements of membrane 
potential were made by michaelis (66) and were later on 
considerably added by Sollner and Gregor (67), Marshall, 
Ayers, Wyllie and Patnode were among those who measured 
membrane potential across membranes (68-70). The theo-
retical approaches made to calculate potential according 
to Lakshminarayanaiah (71) fall under three groups. 
1. The idealized theory of TMS (72-74) and its refmements (75.76). 
2. The pseudo thermodynamic approach due to Scatchard (77-78) and 
the treatment based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes 
(79-82). 
3. A kinetic approach based on the theory of absolute reaction rates (83-
84). 
Mathematical aspects of these approaches are given in the chapter-
4 under the heading "Theories of Membrane Potential"./Although the 
• • 
membrane used by Kobatake was a synthetic membrane, but Arif ct al (40-
42) using biological membrane as their experimental model found that, the 
theories and equations developed by Kobatake et al (82) for artificial 
membrane are applicable to biological system also. 
2.1.5 Bi-and multi-ionic potential: 
Membrane potentials which arise when mixture of different ions are 
seperated by a selective membrane is known as multi-ionic potential 
(MIP). 
The membrane potential of a biionic cell containing two electrolytes 
separated by a membrane is called the bi-ionic potential (BIP) (85-87). The total 
35 
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BIP may be considered in accordance with the conepts of 
Teorell (88-90), Meyer and Sievers (91), as being made 
up of three potentials two Donnan potentials and one 
diffusion potential. Assuming the absence of co-ions and 
convection in the membrane, Helfferich (92,93) has given 
a complete mathematical discussion of bi-ionic poten-
tials under conditions of (a) membrane diffusion con-
trol, (b) film diffusion control, and (c) coupled mem-
brane film diffusion control. 
The problem of formulating equations quantitative-
ly descriptive of observed B.I.P. phenomena was under-
taken by Marshall (94) and by Sollner (95,96). Marshall 
also considered multi ionic potential. Various mathemat-
ical and theoretical expressions were given by Bemfeld 
(97), nenecke (96) and Wyllie (99) for multi- and bi-
ionlc potentials across artificial membrane. Recently 
Toyoshuna and Hozaki (100) have derived the equation 
for B.I.P. and membrane potential on the basis of non 
equilibrium thermodynamics, using the appropriate as-
sumptions for the mobilities and activity coefficients 
of small ions in the membrane phase. F.A. Siddiqi et. 
al. (100a) applied these equations to the system of 
parchament supported membranes. 
These concepts of bi-ionic and multi-ionic poten-
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tials and mathematical equations for their calculations 
were never applied to biological system because of the 
assumptions that bi-ionic and multi-ionic potential are 
not usually found in biological membrane systems as the 
fixed charge of most biological membranes is negative, 
+ + 
and Na and K ion concemt rat ions are high in the outr 
and inner phases of cell membranes, respectively, i-e 
the counter ions are different. (101). But the pericar-
dial membrane has a positive fixed charge and asymmetry 
of binding sites on the both surfaces. Therefore, the 
above concepts and theories can be applicable on this 
membrane. 
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CHAPTER - 3 
9i{!VrE^ALS AHHP fh('El!HOiDS 
3.1 STUDY OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE TRANSPORT 
3.1.1 Isolation of Pericardium: 
The pericardium of buffalo (Bof. bubalis) aging between 18-24 
months was taken out from the local abattoir just after slaughtering the 
animal and immediately submerged into the ice-cold Ringer's solution of 
pH 7.4 ± 0.2 for the preservation of the membrane tissues. The Ringer's 
solution contained in grams/litre, NaCI: 9.00, KCI: 0.42, CaCI^ : 0.24, 
Glucose: 1.00 and NaHCOj! 0.15. 
3.1.2 Apparatus and Experimental Methods: 
The diagram of the apparatus used in the measurements of mem-
brane potentials with various electrolytes is shown in Figure 1. It 
consisted of two half cells. The vertical female joints y and y' attached to 
each half cell provided for introducing the electrolyte solution and the 
saturated calomel electrode (S.C.E.) X, and X,. The cell was divided into 
two symmetrical compartments by a water-tight pericardial membrane 
which was placed between the brims of these two cell parts. The bulk 
solutions were stirred by stirrers at a speed of 30 cycles per second during 
the mesurement of membrane potential because membrane potential is 
independent of stirring when it exceeds the rate 10-15 cycle/second. 
3.1.3. Measurement of Membrane Potential: 
The pericardial membrane was washed three times with 
deionized water to remove traces of Ringer 's solution prior to 
recording the membrane potential. The membrane was then cut 
into disc type and installed between the two flanges of 
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pyrex glass cell of the apparatus. The thickness of the 
membrane was (0.06 ± 0.01) cm and effective cross sectional 
2 
area fitted into the glass were 3.02 cm . The potential setup 
of a concentration cell of the type described by Sollner and 
Qregor (1), Marshall and Ayers (2) and Hichaelis (3) was 
taken to measure the membrane potential by using a Oaaw 
vemeir potentiometer (CAT. No. 30071). 
The cell assembly was immessed in a thermostate water 
bath maintained at (25±0.2) % with constant stirring. The 
electrolytes employed here were of various concentrations and of 
analytical grade (B.D.H, India), 1:1 viz. NaCl, KCl in 
deionised water. The chemical employed here to block active 
+ + 
Ha /K transport was G-strophantin having molecular formula 
C B 0 .8H 0. The same electrol)rtes (NaCl, KCl) with 
29 44 12 2 
different concentrations were used on both the sides of the 
membrane. The dilute side of the solution was taken as nega-
tive. Different concentrations of aqueous solution of ouabain 
were used on the dilute side of electrolytic solution of the 
assembly cell. The membrane potentials across the pericardium 
with different concentrations of electrolytes (NaCl, KCl) 
were recorded with different concentrations of ouabain and a 
concentration of ouabain was determined which inhibited the 
active transport of Na /K most significantly. This selected 
concentration of ouabain was used for both the 1:1 electro-
lytes (MaCl, KCl) with different concentration in the above 
stated manner. 
4i) 
The experiments were repeated[fourjtimes with freshly prepared 
solutions of each of these electrolytes and the[averageJpotential thus 
obtained were recorded. The standard deviation of the potential agrees 
within 0.359 mV 
The experiments were again repeated after blocking the active 
transport by optimum dose of ouabain'given to the side_withJow 
'tration of electrolyte i.e.j uptake side of membrane and normalj(Em) 
n 
and 
blocked membrane potentials (Emg)i were recorded for calculating the 
active and passive transport numbers using mathematical equations given 
in chapter-4 under the heading 'Theories of Membrane Potential'. 
3.2 Studies of Bi-and Multi-Ionic Potentials. 
3.2.1 Apparatus and Experimental Methods: 
The diagram of the apparatus used in the measurements of bi-and 
multi-ionic potentials in various electrolytic conditions is shown in 
figure-2. Basically, it was the same aparatus which was used for the 
measurement of membrane potential and shown in figure-1. Two basic 
modifications were made in this apparatus for the measurement of bi-and 
multi-ionic potentials. 
(a> In place of saturated calomel electrodes (X, and X,) shown in fig. 1, we 
used silver-silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode (S and S') for the measure-
ment of biionic potential as shown in (fig-2). 
(b) In apparatus used for the measurement of BIP and MIP as shown in fig. 
2, the same concentration of the different electrolytes were used. The 
value of concentration ratio was equal to unity i.e.(Y = C^/C^ = 1). 
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was unil ity i.e.J ionic strength of electrolyte on Iboth the sides of the 
membrane was same. Basically both apparatuses are based on the same 
principle and potential was measured by the same technique. Stirrers S, 
and Sj were used for stirring of the solutions on both the sides of the 
membrane in order to maintain uniform concentration and temperture in 
each cell. 
3.2.2 Measurement of Bi-and Multi-ionic Potential: 
The pericardial membrane was washed three times with deionized 
water to remove traces of Ringer's solution prior to recording the bi-and 
multi-ionic potential. The membrane was then cut into disc type and 
installed between the two flanges of Pyrex glass cell of the apparatus. The 
thickness of the membrane was (0.06 ± 0.01 cm) and effective cross 
sectional area fixed into the glass were (3.01 ± 0.01 cm'). 
The potentials developed by setting up a concentration cell of the 
type described by Siddiqi (4) and Ratkje (5) were recorded as a measure 
of bi and multi-ionic potentials across the pericardium by using a Osaw 
vernier potentiometer (CAT. No. - 30071). 
The cell assembly was immersed in a thermostat water bath 
maintained at (25±0.2)<'C with constant stirring. The electrolytes 
employed here were of different concentrations and of analytical 
grade (B.D.H, India). For the measurement of bi-ionic potential 1:1 
electrolytes with different concentrations were employed. Freshly 
obtained pericardial membranes were used for potential measure-
ments with these electrolytic solutions. The experiments were 
repeated four limes with freshly prepared solutions of these electrolytes 
and thefaveragelbi-and multi-ionic potential values thus obtained were 
recorded. 
3.3 STUDY OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE (R^) AND MEMBRANE 
CAPACITANCE (CJ 
3.3.1 Apparatus and Experimental Method: 
The cell assembly used for the measurement of electrical resistance 
(Rg) and electrical capacitance (C^) is basically the same as shown in 
Figure-1. The following two modifications were made in Figure-1 for the 
measurements of R^ and C^. 
(i) In place of saturated calomel electrodes (S.C.E.), platinum electrodes 
P, and P, were used. 
(ii) To measue the R^ and C^ ,^ L.C.R. Bridge 921 (Systronics, India) was 
used in place of potentiometer. 
Schematic diagram of the modified apparatus is shown in Figure-3. 
It consisted of two half-cells. The vertical female joints attached to each 
half cell provided for introducing the electrolyte solutions and platinum 
electrodes P, and P,. The cell was divided into two symmetrical compart-
ments by water tight membrane which are placed between the brims of 
these two cell parts. Both the solutions were stirred vigorously by the 
stirrers S, and S, in order to maintain uniform temperature before record-
ing readings 
3.3.2 Measurement of membrane resistance (R,.) and capacitance C^ : 
Prior to taking observations the pericardial membrane was washed 
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three times with deionized water to remove the traces of 
Ringer's solution and was placed tightly between the brims of 
two half-cells. Solutions on both sides of the pericardium 
were stirred vigorously. The cell assembly was imersed in the 
thermostate water bath maintained at 25±0.1 C. 
The cell of the type 
Pt-electrodd salt solution pembranejsalt solution Pt-electrode 
was used to measure electrical resistance (R ) and 
E 
capacitance (C ). The electrolytes employed were solutions of 
E 
different concentrations of sodium chloride and potassium 
chloride and of analytical grade (B.D.H., India). Solutions 
were made in deionized water. The seime electrolyte with same 
molar concentration was taken on both the sides of the mem-
brane with each set of observation. After each set of obser-
vation, the membrane used was replaced by a new one. The 
experiments were repeated a number of times. 
3.4 STUDY OF COMDUCTAMCE OF UPTAKE SIDE, DISCHARGE SIDE 
AMD ACROSS TOE MEMBRAME : 
3.4.1 Apparatus and Experlaental Method : 
Apparatus and the cell assembly used for the 
measurement of conductance of ions on the both side and 
across the pericardium is shown in figure-4. This figure is 
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the modified form of the figure-1 with following modifications, (i) Two 
Platinum electrodes P, and P^  are inserted through the female joints y and 
y' in the aqueous phase (Chamber filled with electrolyte) and connected to 
L.C.R. bridge 921 (Systronics, India) to record the ionic conductance 
across the membrane. 
(ii) Two conductivity cells C, and C^ were used in the electrolytic solutions 
on both the sides viz. uptake and discharge sides of pericardium, which 
were connected to the two conductivity bridges to record the ionic 
conductance of the electrolyte filled on the two sides of the membrane, 
(iii) Same concentration of the same electrolyte were filled in both the 
j chambers on the two sides of the membrane in each set of observation. 
! Schematic diagram of the apparatus was shown in Figure-4 which consist-
I ed of two half cells. ______— • 
3.4.2 Measurement of conductance: 
Pericardial membrane preserved in Ringer's solution was washed 
three times with deionized water to remove the traces of Ringer's solution. 
The membrane was then cut into disc type and installed between the two 
flanges of pyrex glass cell of the apparatus. The thickness of the 
membrane was (0.06 ± 0.01cm) and effective cross sectional area fixed 
into the glass were (3.02 ± 0.01 cm-). The cell assembly was imersed in 
a thermostate water bath. It was maintained at (25 ± 0.02) °C uniformly 
with constant stirring before recording the readings and its was repeated 
t 
during the whole measurement process for each set. The electrolytes 
employed were of different concentrations and of analytical grade (B.D.H., 
India). 
i~ 
Conductivity of the solution of electrolyte filled on the uptake and 
discharge sides of the membrane were recorded with the help of two 
separate conductivity cells (C, and C^ ) placed in the electrolyte on each 
side of the membrane. Conductivity across the membrane was recorded 
with the help of Pt-electrode and LCR bridge. Both the Pt-sheet of Pt-
electrode have cross sectional area 1 cm^ and adjusted in a mannor so that 
the distance between them remains unchanged during the whole experi-
ment. Firstly the cell constant of the cell assembly was determined by 
filling 1.0 M standard solution of KCl in the cell and conductance is 
recorded by LCR bridge. Cell constant was calculated by dividing the 
specific conductance of 1.0 M KCl by recorded conductance of filled KCl. 
This calculated value of cell constant is multiplied to all of the observed 
values of conductance recorded during the experiment when fresh mem-
branes were used for each set. Thus multiplication of the values of cell 
constant and conductance give the value of specific conductance. These 
values are summarised as the values of conductivity across the mambrane. 
The measurements were recorded just after pouring the solution into the 
cell assembly. The experiments were repeated four times and average 
values were recorded. 
CHAPTER - 4 
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4.1 Introduction : 
Kobatake et al. [1, 2] and Kamo et. al. [3] pro-
posed a mathematical model for studying the transport of 
ions across the artificial membranes which has been 
extensively used in studying the transport phenomenon. 
Arif et. al. [4, 53 used these equations to study the 
transport phenomenon across the biological membranes and 
foxand that these are equally applicable to the biologi-
cal systems. 
The transport across the artificial membrane is a 
passive phenomenon governed purely by physical forces 
while transport in living tissues has a dual nature, 
employing active energy requiring process as well as the 
passive process. 
Schatzmann [6] showed that cardiac glycosides (G-
Stroph€u:ithin) in low concentrations are specific inhibi-
tors of cation trsmsport. This effect has been used to 
distinguish between active and passive transport of 
cations across semipermeable membranes in several tis-
sues such as human red blood cells (HBC), neural tissues 
and amphibian skin C7-10, 11]. 
However, the effect of ouabain on active and 
passive transport across the pericardial membrane has 
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not been reported. The advantage of pericardium over 
RBC, skin, neurological and other tissues for transport 
studies is that the pericardium is a readil7 available, 
thin sheet of membrane and so it is very convenient to 
use. It can retain its activity even up to 7 days when 
kept in Ringer's solution [12]. 
The studies of transport of ions across the bio-
logical membrane is of great improtance because all 
transport to and from the living cells occur through the 
cell membrane. The living cells have two mechanisms of 
transport, via, the active and the passive transport. 
These are also called the uphill and the downhill trans-
port respectively. The artificial membranes have only 
passive type of transport mechanism. It is becoming ac 
cordingly clear that the transport of monovalent cations 
+ + 
such as Na , K across the plasma membranes plays cru-
cial roles in the function and survival of the animal 
cells. The specific ATP-ase dependent active or "up-
hill" transport appears to be the most critical one, 
since both the ionic millieu of the cells as well as the 
consequent effects are appropriately regulated by such 
processes. With the active transport mechanism the 
cells are able to maintain an electrolyte gradient 
across the cell membrane which is essential for their 
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normal biological activities to maintain milieu interior 
and, hence, for their survival. It is, therefore, 
important to study active as well as passive transport 
under the influence of varying milieu interior. A 
technique for studying active and passive transport 
across intact pericardial membrane has been standardized 
and reported earlier (4). 
In the present study the active and passive trans-
port across the pericardial membrane was discussed under 
varying concentrations of aqueous solutions of sodium 
and potassium chlorides on the two sides of the pericar-
dial membrane in the half cells. 
The transport of ions across the pericardial 
membrane obtained from buffalo (Bof. bubalis) was stud-
ied before and after blocking the active transport sites 
with ouabain (G-Strophanthin) under vaurious electrolytic 
concentrations of NaCl and KCl. Quantitative determina-
tion of active and passive transport was carried out 
with different concnetrations of the electrolytes. The 
experimental setup is described in chapter-3 under the 
heading "study of active and passive transport". 
€Z 
4.2 THEORIES OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL : 
Various theories have been proposed from time to time to 
discuss the transport phenomena in artificial membrane. Teorell 
(13) and later Meyer & Sievers (14) independently put forward 
identical theories which assume that the membrane itself has a 
fixed charge due to either absorption or dissociation. Teorell 
(15) gave the essential feature of the original fixed charged 
theory about the membrane. He pointed out that the overall 
membrane potential was composed of three potentials, two Donnan 
potentials at each solution-membrane interface (here denoted by 
7t^  and 7ij) and one residing inside the membrane (the internal 
potential or dividing potential denoted by \.^^- (|),]) . The total 
membrane potential (E^ ) is given by : 
The electrical potential arising across an ionic membrane 
separating different salt solutions are usually measured by 
ccastructing the cell of the type : 
S.C.E, Solution membrane Solution S.C.E 
Electrode 
Potential 
Donnan Donnan Electrode 
Potential Potential Potential 
Diffusion 
Potential 
^.^ 
If fixed charges in the membrane are uniformly distributed 
and in the case of dilute solutions activities are substituted 
by concentrations, the following expression is obtained for the 
membrane potential (32) , 
(X='+4C^ )}^  + X 
A(t> = (RT/F) Win (C/C ) - Win 
U In 
(X='+4C,')M + X 
{X^+4C^')^ - W UX 
{X'+4C ')^ - W UX 
(4.1) 
Here W=+l or -l, for anionic or cationic membranes respectively. 
X is the fixed charge density in the membrane. Besides we use 
the parameter 
U = (D^  - D )/(Z^  D^  + Z DJ 
Where D^  and D are diffusion coefficient of cation and anion, 
Z^  and Z , their valencies, respectively. 
C, and C^  are the concentrations of the solutions separated 
by the membrane. R is the gas constant, and F is the Faraday 
nuT^ ber. 
Different approximations can be made in eqn. (4.1) , which 
depend on the fixed charge density value X, (33) : 
(i) If X >> C,, then 
A(|) = +(RT/F) In (C./CJ, C > C. (4.2) 
In this case, Nernst' s equation is obtained for the membrane 
potential. 
(ii) If X « C then 
^4-
A(t) = (RT/F) U l n ( C / C J , C, > C, ( 4 . 3 ) 
i . e . a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n Aij) and I n (CjCJ h a s b e e n 
o b t a i n e d . In t h i s c a s e U i s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e s l o p e of t h i s 
s t r a i g h t l i n e . 
Z D Z D 
t = Z D - Z D " Z D - Z D 
t h e f a c t o r U can be w r i t t e n a s : 
U = t y | z j - t . / | z . | (4.4) 
from eqns. (4.3) and (4.4), the following expressions for the 
memberane potential for each kind of electrolyte result : 
1:1 Electrolyte : A(|) = (RT/F) (2t^  - 1) In (C/CJ (4.5) 
2:1 Electrolyte : A(|) = (RT/F) [(3ty2)-l] In (C./CJ (4.6) 
3:1 Electrolyte : A(J) = (RT/F) [(4ty3)-l] In (C./CJ (4.7) 
Kobatake et.al. (24) considered an ionizable meinbrane of 
uniform thickness. Assuming that the system is isothermal and 
no external pressure is applied. The membrane separates bulk 
solutions of uni-univalent electrolyte of concentrations C^  and 
Cj (as C^  < Cj) . The flows of ions and water molecules occur in 
the direction of membrane thickness 
X - 0 at the membrane surface in contact with C^  
X = L at the membrane surface in contact with C^  
Starting with the basic flow equation provided by the 
thermodynamics of irreversible process (24a) , we may derive the 
following equations for the flux of the electrolyte component 
^.^ 
(Js)j, and the electric current density I^  both relative to the 
frame of reference fixed to the membrane, when the system is in 
the steady state. 
d(|) RT din a 
(Js), = - (1^  C^  - 1. C.) - (1, C^  1 + 
'' * * dx F dx 
d In a 
1-C •" ) + (C + C ) Um (4.7a) 
dx 
I^ = - F (1^ C^  + 1. C.) d<i)/dX - RT (1^ C^d I n aj6X -
- I . e . d I n a . / d X ) + F (C^ - C.) Um (4 .8 ) 
Here (j) is the electric potential, C^  and C are concentrations 
of +ve and -ve ions in moles per cubic centimeter of solution, 
a^  and a are activities of positive and negative ions in moles 
per cubic centimeter of solution, 1^  and 1. are mobilities of 
+ve and -ve ions defined in terms of the mass fixed frame of 
reference, Um is the velocity of the local center of mass, R is 
the molar gas constant. T is the absolute temperature of the 
sydtem and F is the laraday constant. 
For the evaluation of Um, the viscous force acting on 1 
cm^  of solution in the membrane is represented by (1/K) Um, where 
K is a constant. The same volume of solution undergoes an 
electric force which is represented by 
-F (C^  - C.) d(|)/dX (4.9) 
In the steady state, the sum of these two forces is zero, 
so that 
Um = -KF (C - C.) d(|)/dX (4.10) 
^^ 
Kobatake et.al. (24) for convenience have considered a 
meTirane which is ionized negatively with a charge density 6 (in 
moles/cc) . Then the requirement that the electric neutrality 
must be realised in any element of the membrane gives the 
relation 
C^  - C_ = e (4.11) 
Since in the system considered here, no e l e c t r i c f i e l d i s 
applied external ly across the membrane, no net charge i s 
transported from one s ide of the membrane to the o t h e r . This 
means that I must be zero a t a cross sect ion of the membrane. 
c 
Substituting eqns. (4.10) and (4.11) in to eqn. (4 .8 ) , pu t t ing 
!_. equal to zero, and so lv ing for d(J)/dX, the following expression 
i s obtained 
- (RT/F) [1 (C. + 9) (d In a/dX) - 1 C (d In a/dX) ] 
d^/dX = ( l - l ) C + i e + KF8^ 
(4.12) 
To proceed further, the activities a^  and a must be known 
as function of C . 
Assumptions of a^  euid a 
Kobataka et.al. (24) have assumed the following relation 
a^  = C_ 
a. = C_ (4.13) 
and 
y. = C7(C. + 9) 
Y. = 1 (4.14) 
6-7 
where y^  and y are the activity coefficient of +ve and -ve ions 
in the membrane 
E(iuation for Membrane Potential 
With eqns. (4.13) and (4.14) assumed for a^  and a., eqn. (4.12) 
becomes 
(1 - 1 ) C + 1 e 
d<|)/dX = - (RT/F) '- (dC /dX) 
[(1^  + 1.) C. + 1/6 + KFGM C. 
(4.15) 
When the bulk solution on both sides of the membrane vigorously 
stirred, no potential gradient is set up, so that the desired 
membrane potential A(|) is obtained by integrating d(j)/dX over the 
thickness of the membrane, we have 
A(J) =-(RT/F)|^ [(1/P)ln q/CJ - [1 + (1/P) - 2a] In [C^  + apG)/ 
(q + ape)] 
(4.16) 
as C = C^  at X = 0 
& C = C^  at X = L 
where a = 1^(1^ - 1.) (4.17) 
and P = 1 + (KF0/1J (4.18) 
Here, l^  and 1 and the mobilities of the +ve and -ve ions, 
re5=!pectively, defined in terms of the mass fixed frame of 
reference, K is a constant, 6 is the charge density, and F is 
the Faraday constant. These parameters are found to be 
independent of salt concentrations, C^  and C . 
6^ 
Kobatake et.al. (24) have derived two useful limiting 
fcrms of eqn. (4.16) . When C^  becomes sufficiently small with 
Y fixed; eqn. (4.16) may be explained to give eqn. (4.19) 
|A(J)J = (1/p) Iny - [(Y-D/apy] [1 + (1/p) - 2a] C^G (4.19) 
where|A(|>J= FA(j)/RT (4.20) 
It has also been shown by Kobatake et.al. (24) that at a 
fixed Yf the inverse of an apparent transport number (t^  ) of 
CO-ion species in a negatively charged membrane is proportional 
to the inverse of the concentration C^  in the region of high salt 
concentration. Here tapp is defined by the relation : 
|A(1)J= (1- 2t.p^ ) In Y (4.21) 
Kobatake used a negatively charged membrane. The pericardial 
membrane is positively charged. Eqn. 4.21 can simply and 
directly derived for KCl and NaCl by the following integral. 
^* = - r t„^ , d n„.,, -J^  t; (mem) d „^,, (mem) - J^  t„^ , d ^„^ ^ 
(4.22) 
where M = Na* and K* 
*-Mci = ^  in solution; t^  (mem) unknown 
1 RT C(i) ^ RT C, 
A(t) = In ( _= )' - t„ m ( -i. ) 2 
2 F C,^  « F C^  
1 RT C 
In ( _liL )2 
2 F C^ (2) 
(4.23) 
/ 3 
RT C 
Acj) = (1 - 2t )ln^_ (4.24) 
F " C^  
where t„ = t* for Na* and K*. 
H app 
Equation 4.24 is used to calculate apparent transport number of 
Na* and K* in the membrane. Apparent transport number was taken 
in place of true transport number because in the present study 
the measurement of water transport was excluded. The values of 
these apparent transport numbers (t*^  ) for cations (Na* and K*) 
may be close to true transference numbers for very dilute 
solutions. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion: 
In control experiments the values of membrane potential were 
obtained when the concentrated and the diluted sides were hooked up to 
the positive and the negative terminals respectively. This confirmed that 
the pericardial membrane is positively charged and anion selective as 
quoted by earlier investigator (4,5). 
The ouabain was effective both on the side with lower concentration 
of electrolyte as well as on the side with higher concentration of the 
electrolyte, but the effect was more pronounced when it was added on the 
side with lower concentration of electrolyte. The concept of uptake/ 
discharge side has been reviewed on page 130 of the thesis. In our 
experiment, we found that when the conductivity of the solution on the two 
sides of the membanes was measured the changes in conductivity of the 
solution was reversed in some experiment. We thought that this could be 
possible if one side of pericardium behaved as the uptake side and other 
as the discharge side. So we carefully labelled the pericardial surface soon 
after removing it from the heart. As per our expectation, we found that the 
parietal surface of the pericardial sac acted as the uptake side and the 
surface in contact with each other behaved as the discharge side. 
We observed that the effect of ouabain was more marked when it 
was added to the lower concentration of the solution placed on the uptake 
side of the membrane. So we imperically always put the lower concentra-
tion of electrolyte on the uptake side of the membrane and ouabain was 
added to the solution on this side of the membrane. 
An examination of table (1,2) reveals that the membrane potential 
increased with increases in the concentration of ouabain (fig. 1,2). The 
maximum value of potential was observed at a ouabain concentration of 1 
X lO'M. This shows that the maximum inhibition of acitive transport was 
achieved at this concentration. With further increase in concentration of 
ouabain, the membrane potential started decreasing and achieved the 
lowest value at ouabain 1 M. 
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Table 1 : Membrane potentials developed with electrolytes (HaCl) 
in the presence of different concentrations of ouabain at C /C =10 
2 1 
0 
for the pericardium ^ 5 .±l3C 
S. Molar Electrolytic concentration C /C =10 
2 1 
No. concentrations 
of ouabain (1.0/0.l)m (0.6/0.05)m (o.2/0.02)m (0.1/0.01)rn 
used for 
inhibition NaCl NaCl NaCl NaCl 
1. 0.0m 14.60 20.38 26.25 32.27 
-14 
2 . 10 m 14 .60 20 .38 2 6 . 2 5 32.27 
- 1 3 
3 . 10 ro 1 4 . 6 0 20 .36 2 6 . 2 5 32.27 
-12 
4 . 10 m 1 4 . 6 2 22 .40 2 6 . 2 8 32 .30 
-11 
5 . 10 m 1 4 . 8 6 22 .20 2 6 . 5 2 3 4 . 2 3 
-10 
6. 10 m 15.35 23.20 28.08 40.03 
-9 
7. 10 m 1 5 . 7 5 23 .80 3 0 . 6 0 41 .43 
- 8 
8 10 m 1 6 . 2 0 24 .10 3 3 . 0 2 4 2 . 1 3 
-7 
9. 10 m 16 .40 24 .25 3 3 . 2 7 42 .46 
-6 
10. 10 m 16 .20 23.77 3 2 . 8 2 42 .28 
- 5 
11. 10 m 15.75 21.45 32.00 41.4B 
-4 
12 . 10 m 1 4 . 9 5 21 .05 2 9 . 2 0 39 .50 
- 3 
13 . 10 m 1 4 . 8 5 20 .75 2 8 . 4 5 37 .52 
-2 
14 . 10 m 1 4 . 7 5 20 .55 2 7 . 6 5 34 .72 
-1 
15 . 10 ro 1 4 . 6 5 20 .45 2 6 . 8 5 33 .32 
0 
16 . 10 m 1 4 . 6 2 20 .40 2 6 . 4 0 3 2 . 6 2 
Table 2 : Membrane potentials developed with electrolytes (KCi) 
in the presence of different concentrations of ouabain at C /C =10 
2 1 
0 
for the pericardium (S5 .±pC 
S. Molar Electrolytic concentration C /C =10 
2 1 
No. concentrations 
of ouabain (1.0/0.l)m (0.5/0.05}m (o.2/0.02)m (0.1/0.01)m 
used for 
inhibition KCI KCI KCI KCI 
1. 0.0m 1 0 . 2 5 14 .31 18 .27 22.38 
-14 
2- 10 m 1 0 . 2 5 1 4 . 3 1 18 .27 22.38 
-13 
3 . 10 m 1 0 . 2 5 14 .31 18 .27 22 .38 
-12 
4 . 10 m 1 0 . 3 1 1 4 . 5 2 18 .44 22 .48 
-11 
5 . 10 m 1 1 . 0 0 15 .20 2 0 . 0 5 24.00 
-10 
6 . 10 m 1 2 . 0 5 17 .05 2 2 . 0 5 26.60 
-9 
7 . 10 m 1 2 . 8 0 18 .40 2 3 . 8 0 28.40 
-8 
8 10 ro 1 3 . 1 1 1 9 . 1 5 2 4 . 2 8 29 .11 
-7 
9 . 10 m 1 3 . 3 1 1 9 . 0 5 2 4 . 3 8 29.26 
-6 
10 . 10 m 1 3 . 2 0 19 .10 2 4 . 3 8 29.26 
- 5 
11 - 10 m 1.'S..20 19 .46 2 3 . 8 0 28.60 
- 4 
12- 10 m 1 2 . 2 0 1 7 . 4 1 2 1 . 3 7 25.48 
_ o 
•J 
1 3 . 10 m 1 1 . 4 0 1 5 . 8 1 19 .77 23 .88 
-2 
14 . 10 m 1 0 . 9 5 1 5 . 0 1 1 8 . 9 7 23 .06 
- 1 
1 5 . 10 m 1 0 . 5 5 1 6 . 6 1 1 8 . 5 0 22 .68 
0 
16 . 10 m 1 0 . 3 5 1 4 . 4 1 18 .37 22 .48 
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This ia quite aignificant becauae blockage of 
active aitea by ouabain will hinder the movement of 
chloride ions across the cell membrane. It is possible 
that the normal positive charge in the biological mem-
brane may become neutral, or the membrane may even 
become negatively charged when the active sites are 
completely blocked. This situation will be that of the 
depolarised state of normal biological membrane, which 
may thus approach the behaviour of an artificial mem-
brane as only the passive sites will be available for 
transport, 
The concentration of ouabain (G-Strophanthin) that 
-7 
produced maximum inhibition was I x 10 H in this 
study, which is much lower than the figurea reported 
with intact human red blood cell membrane [10]. This is 
not aurpriaing aince the cardiac tiaaue, and probably so 
the closely related pericardial membrane, has high and 
specific senaitivity to cardiac glycoaides. 
This fact seemingly explains the high aenaitivity 
of pericardial membrane to ouabain in producing inhibi-
tion active tranaport, as against the higher concentra-
tion of cardiac glycosides required to inhibit active 
transport across the red blood cell membr«uie as reported 
by other workers CH]' 
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The results will form the basis of further studies on 
active transport across pericardial membrane. 
The equations developed by Kobatake et. al. (1, 
2), Kamo et al. (3) and Nagasawa et al. «j4^ were used 
to calculate the transport of the ions with the help of 
membrane potential: Since ouabain inhibits active 
+ + 
(Na /K ) transport, the membrane potential developed in 
-7 
presence of 1x10 M ouabain yields the passive transport 
(Tp ). aubstraction of passive transport from the 
app 
total transport (T ) yields the active transport 
app 
(Ta ). The values of T , Tp and Ta for dif-
app app app app 
ferent concentrations of uni-univalent electrolytes 
(Viz. NaCl, KCl) are given in Table (5-6). The plot of 
total transport, active transport and passive transport 
as a function of C are shown in Figure (4-5). 
2 
The membrane potential data obtained with and 
without the addition of ouabain were denoted by Em and 
B 
Em, respectively and are given in Table (3,4). Em and 
Km . were plotted as a function of log (C ••• C )/2 with 
8 1 2 
the ratio of C /C , fixed at 10. Figure-3 is a combined 
2 1 
representation of plots of log (C + C )/2 vs Em and 
1 2 
Em . The values of Em and Em , were found to decrease 
B 8 
with an increase in the value of log (C + C )/2. Such 
1 2 
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Table 3 Membrane potentials across peri'.'iiidi uir. at different concen-
trations for uni-univalent Electrolyte (NaCl) vjith and without ouabain 
0 
at 25 C (Concentration of ouabain used for maximum inhibition of 
-7 
potential:=lxlO M) 
S.No. Concentrations 
C /C 
2 1 
(moles/litre) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
0 -1 
1x10 /IxlO M 
-1 -2 
5x10 /5xl0 M 
-1 -2 
2x10 /2xlO M 
-1 -2 
1x10 /IxlO M 
-2 -3 
5x10 /5xl0 M 
-2 -3 
2x10 /2xl0 M 
-2 -3 
1x10 /IxlO M 
Total 
potentials 
without 
ouabain 
Em (mV) 
(14.60) 
(20.38) 
(26-25) 
(32.27) 
(39.23) 
(41.37) 
(42.30) 
Potentials 
with 
1x10 A 
ouabain 
Em 
B 
(16.38) 
(24.25) 
(33.27) 
(42.48) 
(52.23) 
(57.27) 
I 58.47) 
Blocked 
potential 
in mV 
(1.78) 
(3.87) 
(7.02) 
(10.21) 
(13.00) 
(15..90) 
(16.17) 
Table 4 Membrane pC'tenti: cross pericardium at different concen-
trations for uni-univalent Electrolyte (KCI) with and without ouabain 
0 
at 25 C (Concentration of ouabain used for maximum inhibition of 
-7 
potential-1x10 M) 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
Concentrations 
C /C 
2 1 
(moles/litre) 
0 -1 
1x10 /IxlO M 
-1 -2 
5x10 /5xl0 M 
-1 -2 
2x10 /2xl0 M 
-1 -2 
1x10 /IxlO M 
-2 -3 
5x10 /5xl0 M 
-2 -3 
2x10 /2xlO M 
-2 -3 
1x10 /IxlO M 
Total 
potentials 
without 
ouabain 
Em (inV) 
(10.25) 
(14.31) 
(18.27) 
(22.38) 
(27.60) 
(28.31) 
(29.67) 
Potentials 
with 
1x10 m 
ouabain 
Fm 
B 
(13.31) 
(19.25) 
(24.38) 
(29.26) 
(36.21) 
(41.38) 
(44.37) 
Blocked 
potential 
in mV 
(3.06) 
(4.94) 
(6.11) 
(6.88) 
(7.61) 
(13.07) 
(14.70) 
Table 5: Total transport nuxnbeij(T'^) J Active transport numberl(^*^lnd Passive 
transport number/(Tp" /^derived from the observed membrane Potentials for NaCI at 
various concentrations of electrolyte fixed at (C/C, = 10) for pericardium at (25 ± 0.1 )<<: 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 
7. 
Electrolyte 
concentration 
eye, 
(mole/litre) 
lxl071xlO'M 
5x10-75x10-^ 
2xlOV2xlO-M 
1x10 71x10-^ 
5xl0-75xlO-'M 
2xl0-72xl0^M 
lx]0-7lxl0-^M 
Total 
transport 
number 
0.375 
0.326 
0.276 
0.225 
0.166 
0.148 
0.140 
Active 
transport 
number 
0.015 
0.033 
0.059 
0.087 
0.110 
0.135 
0.137 
Passive 
transport 
number 
0.360 
0.293 
0.217 
0.138 
0.056 
0.013 
0.003 
\ 
Ratio 
Ta „^  TpV 
1:24.00 
1:08.89 
1:03.67 
1:01.58 
1:00.50 
1:0.096 
1:0.021 
I The values of T* are calcuiated using the total potential (Em) data 
The values of Tp^ are calculated using the potential (Em )^ data 
measured with 1x10 ''M ouabain. 
The values of Ta^  are calculated by substracting the values of passive 
apparent transport number (Tp^ ^ ) from the corresponding values of 
total transport number (T^ ^ ). J 
Table 6: Total transport nunibeff('r^),/\ctive transport numberj (Ta*^) hnd Passive 
transport number/(Tp' )iaerived from the observed membrane Potentials for KCl at 
various concentrations of electrolyte fixed at (C/C, = 10) for pericardium at (25 ± 0.1 )°C 
S.No. Electrolyte Total 
concentration transport 
C/C, number 
(mole/litre) ^ / ^ H y ^ 
Active Passive Ratio 
transport transport T l V : T p " ^ H 
number number *— ••• -4 
1. lxl07lxlO'M 0.412 
2. 5x1075x10^ 0.378 
3. 2x10-72x10-^ 0.344 
4. 1x1071x10^ 0.309 
5. 5xl0-/5xl0'M 0.265 
6. 2xl0-/2xl0^^M 0.258 
7. IxlOVlxlO^M 0.246 
0.026 
0.042 
0.052 
0.058 
0.072 
0.110 
0.124 
0.386 
0.336 
0.292 
0.251 
0.193 
0.148 
0.122 
1:14.84 
1:08 00 
1:05.61 
1:04.32 
1:02 66 
1:01.34 
1:00 98 
The values of T^  are calculated using the total potential (Em) data. 
The values of Tp ,^ are calculated using the potential (Em^) data 
measured with IxIO^M ouabain. 
The values of Ta^  are calculated by substracting the values of passive 
apparent transport number (Tp*^ ^ ) from the corresponding values of 
total transport number (T^^  ). 
f^% 
a behaviour may be understood on a pattern similar to that of the 
conductivity of electrolytes which vary with concentration. Furthermore, 
the conductivity increased as the potential of the membrane decreased and 
viceversa, as is apparent from Table (3-4). 
Total apparent transport of cations occuring across the membrane 
(t*^  ) is the sum of two transport viz active apparent transport (ta*^  ) and 
passive apparent transport (ta*^  ). All the three kinds of transport 
numbers were calcuated by using eq. 4.24 and membrane potential data 
(Em and Emg) where Em is the observed membrane potential when both 
active and passive transport were accuring. Em^ is the membrane potential 
when active transport has been blocked by optimum dose of ouabain. ( 
An examination of Figure 3 reveals that after blockage of active 
sites with ouabain there occurredan increase in the membrane potential. 
This phenomenon can be explained by assuming that the active sites cause 
transport against the concentration gradient, thereby producing higher ion 
gradient and hence the rise in membrane potential. After blockage of 
active sites, no more transport of ions was possible against the concentra-
tion gradient and the passive tranport caused movement of the ions from 
higher to lower concentration. This trend towards equilibrization of ionic 
concentration on the two sides of the membrane after the blockage of 
active sites by the activity of the two sides would have caused a decrease 
in membrane potential. Therefore, it seems that the active sites are 
directly proportional to membrane potential. 
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It was interesting to note that the aforesaid rise 
of potential after addition of ouabain was inversely 
proportional to the concentration of the electrolyte, the 
rise of membrane potential being larger at lower concen-
tration and smaller at higher concentration of electro-
lyte. It therefore, seems that at lower concentration 
of electrolytes the active sites are more in number 
while the number of active sites deccreased at higher 
concentration of electrolyte, thus explaining lesser 
rise of membrane potential at higher concentration of 
electrolyte and a greater rise at lower concentration 
Initially, the total transport occurring across 
the membrane was determined. Then ouabain in concentra-
-7 
tion of 1 X 10 H was added to the system to block the 
active sites. The difference of the two readizigs was 
the active transport. The potential generated after the 
addition of ouabain was found to increase greatly, 
signifying a decrease in transport through the membrane 
because of blockage of the active sites. It was found 
that the active transport constituted only about 3-5% of 
the total transport. Thus, in biological membranes the 
major transport mechanism is passive transport. That 
may be the expalnation for the fact that the laws of 
irreversible thermodynamics are equally applicable to 
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the biological systems as well. However, the active 
transport should have a high modulating influence on the 
transport across the biological membranes to be able to 
maintain the milieu interior suited to the changing 
requirements of the living tissues in spite of their 
smaller number as compared to passive sites. 
Figures ( 4 and 5) show that after the addition of 
ouabain, increase in the concentration of electrolyte 
caused an increase in the total transport of ions across 
the membrane. However, this increase was mainly because 
of increase in the passive transport, as the active 
transport was found to decrease with an increase in 
concentration of electrolyte after the addition of 
ouabain. If there were fixed numbers of active and 
passive sites, then after the blockage of active sites 
the total transport would have decreased. On the con-
trary, in the present experiments the total transport 
was found to increase with increase in the electrolyte 
concentration to C . This is possible only if the 
2 
passive sites of transport take the palce of active 
sites. In other words, the active sites have become 
passive sites. Thus, the active and the passive sites 
are not fixed moieties but are inter-convertible under 
the varying environmental conditions. 
^B 
The inter-covertibility of active and passive sites may be affected 
by serveral factors. Tables 5 and 6 show the effect of the concentration of 
electrolytic solution on transport of ions. With increase in the concentra-
tion of the electrolytic solution the passive transport number increased 
while the active transport number decreased. The situation was reversed 
as the concentration of the electrolytic solution was decreased. 
Thus an alteration in the concentration of the electrolytic solution 
appears to have caused interconversion of active and passive sites, thereby 
increasing the passive mechanism of transport at the higher concentrations 
of the electrolytic solution and vice-versa. 
On the basis of these results it may be proposed that the active and 
the passive sites in the biological membranes are interconvertible. 
Effect of Assumption of Ideal Solution: If we consider that both cations 
and anions behave ideally in the membrane, i.e., a^  = C. and a = C and 
neglecting the effect of mass flow (k=0), eq. 4.12 gives the following 
expression for 
RT 1. -1 . 
A* = JT' d C 4.25 
F ' (1,+ l . ) C + L e 
Where C^  - C = G has been taken into account. The concentration C just 
inside the membrane surface is lower than the concentration C in the outer 
solution when the activities a ^ and a take the form for ideal solutions. 
Thus a discontinuity occurs in th^ e concentration C . When we 
&9 
cross the membrane surface. This continuity is calculated from the ideal 
Donnon condition that C^  = C (C + 9) and has to be taken into account 
when the integral on the right hand side of eq. 4.25 is evaluated. It can be 
shown that the resulting expression for A ^ agrees with TMS theory 
(14,15) in which both positive and negative ions in the membrane behave 
thermodynaraically idially. But in present case, in a charged membrane the 
co-ion species behaves ideally but the counter ion species behaves ex-
tremely non ideally. Asymmetricity of ion binding sites may be the cause 
for this latter effect. 
The present study has thus shown that changes in electrolyte 
concentration on the two sides of the membrane greatly influences the 
ratio of active to passive transport phenomenon. It may be possible that the 
active and the passive sites may similarly interchangeable under the 
influence of diseased states, emotional and physical stresses, and several 
other factors which alter the milieu interior. 
Such a transformation of active sites into passive sites and vice-
versa may influence the cell nutrition and its longevity since the transport 
of essential materials into the cell and the prevention of entry of 
90 
toxic substances depend upon selectivity of healthy 
membranes for their normal transport function. Thus, 
there will be far reaching clinical implications of this 
interconvertibility of active and passive sites of 
transport under varying biophysical and biochemical 
states. 
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5.1 Introduction : 
A study of electromotive force of a bi-ionic cell 
containing two electrolytes AP and BP separated by a 
membrane is called the bi-ionic potential (BXP) (1). 
The bt-ionic potential is a measure of the selectivity 
of a membrane for the ions of the same sign and has been 
the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies 
(2-7). Bi-ionic potentials have been reported by 
Michaelis (3), Marshall and Krinbill (5), Meyer and 
Bernfeld (8), Sollner et. al. (4), Minecke (9) and 
Wyllie (10) etc. in synthetic membrane. Though the bi-
ionic potentials have been extensively examined in 
artificial membranes, the same has not been given much 
attention in the biological system. It was because most 
of the biological membranes are found to be negatively 
charged with high Na and K ion concentration in the 
outer and inner phases of cell membrane (la), a situa-
tion where determination of bi-ionic potential was not 
feasible. However, in the case of pericardium, we found 
that this membrcine is positively charged (lb). So we 
attempted to study the bi-ionic potential across this 
membrane. Various mathematically rigorous equations 
have been derived on the basis of thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes by Scatchard (11) and Helfferich 
(6). Toyoshima and Nazaki (12) derived the equations of 
bi-ionic potential on the basis of non equilibrium 
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thermodynamics by using the appropriate assumptions for 
the mobilities and activities coefficient of small ions 
in the membrane phase. Ratkje (13) derived and electric 
work method for liquid junction potential and commented 
that liquid junction can be replaced by a membrane. We 
applied the same method to our biological system. 
5.2 Results and Dlacuaalon: 
Using the apparatus shovm in figure-2 of chapter-
3, the values of bi-ionic potential and multi-ionic 
0 
potential were recorded at 25+.1 C across the pericar-
dial membrane by presuming that the membrane is posi-
tively charged and anion selective in nature (lb). The 
observed values of bi-ionic potential for the pairs of 
electrolytes, NaCl/KCl, KCl/LiCl and NaCl/LiCl, at 
different concentration are summarized in table-1. The 
values of bi-ionic potential are plotted against loga-
rithm of corresponding concentrations (+log C) and is 
shown in figure-I. 
It is apparent from figure-1 that values of bi-
ionic potential, which is a measure of selectivity of 
membrane for different ions of same sign, initially 
increased slightly with increase in the values of log C 
till it attained a maximum value. After that the values 
of bi-ionic potential decreased with increase of value 
of log C and then become almost constant. This pattern 
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is complicated and encompasses a lot of factors. Initial rise in bi-ionic potential 
can be explained as follows since both the surfaces of pericardium are not 
identical, and due to binding asymmetry of uptake and discharge side, gathering 
of ions near the surface of membrane due to its fixed positive charge is not 
symmetrical. As a result there is more charge separation across the pericardial 
membrane which causes immediate rise in bi-ionic potential. Further, the 
difference in conductances of different alkali ions in the electrolyte on both sides 
of membrane also affects the asymmetric gathering of charged ions near the 
surface of membrane and thus contributes to the immediate rise of bi-ionic 
potential. With further decrease in values of log C the bi-ionic potential 
decreases. It was also observed that the decrease in bi-ionic potential is sharp 
initially but later it becomes smaller. 
Main energy source for active transport is ATP. Initially more number of 
ATP are present, hence more active occurs in the begining which may cause rapid 
movement of ions and may be responsible for the initial rapid fall in the values 
of BIP. As the charge separation is achieved rapidly because of more initial 
active transport the value of BIP falls rapidly./Later, as the separation of ios with 
further decrease in the values of log C the values of BIP becomes almost 
constants. 
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This is also obvious from figure-1 that the 
values of bi-ionic potential differs for different 
electrolyte pairs. This may be due to the difference in 
ionic size and electronegativity of ions. Smaller ions 
with higher electronegativity are accumulated within the 
ionic channel (pores) with greater ease and hence trans-
port of such ions are higher as compared to the bigger 
ions. The medium of course is rather proteinous and 
polar with lower value of dielectric constant, which is 
greatly affected by ionic size and its electronegativi-
ty. Therefore, medium of pores affects the transport of 
ions and hence the bi-ionic potential across the mem-
brane. 
Time dependent studies of bi-ionic potential were 
carried out and the results are summarized in table-2,3. 
These tables indicate that bi-ionic potential decreases 
with time. This decrease in bi-ionic potential with 
time is large initially and becomes smaller with further 
increase in time interval. After some time the values 
of bi-ionic potential become almost constant. This may 
be explained by the phenomenon of active transport. The 
main source of energy for active transport of ions is 
hydrolysis of ATP. Initially, the number of ATP are 
more in number, hence active tramsport and so the relat-
ed value of bi-ionic potential were high. But as the 
transport carries on, the source of energy (ATP) 
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decreases, and the bi-ionic potential starts decreasing. 
With the transport of ions there is a net transfer of 
mass across the membrane and a concentration gradient 
developed across the membrane. This developed electro-
chemical gradient causes passive transport of ions down 
the concentration gradient. Consequently, fall of bi-
ionic potential decreases. However, a slower but contin-
ued fall of bi-ionic potential may be due to an attempt 
of the cell to enhance the active transport. The high 
energy (ATP) required for this process may come from the 
breakdown of the stored Creatinine phosphate under the 
influence of the developed concentration gradient. 
However, the limitation of the availability of ATP 
synthesis with the passage of time results in slowing 
down of the process of development of bi-ionic poten-
tial. 
Figure-2 shows the values of multi-ionic poten-
tial. The pattern of increasing and decreasing in the 
multi-ionic potential resembles the findings of bi-ionic 
potential ( figure-1 ) but the values are comparatively 
smaller than the corresponding values of bi-ionic poten-
tial/T This may be due to the more ionic interaction in 
the mixture of electrolytes. As the electrolytic compo-
nent in the aqueous phase increase in number, the forma-
tion of different ionic atmosphere increases. As a 
result there is more ionic interaction which hinders the 
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movement of ions across the membrane and reduces the 
value of bi-ionic potential. Because neither the size of 
the pore of membrane nor the size of interacting ions is 
same, therefore, asymmetric effect can cause hindrance 
and the values of multi-ionic potential may be low. 
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6.1 Introduction : 
In the present chapter we have studied the elec-
trical resistance (R ), electrical capacitance (C ), 
E E 
reac tance (X), impedance (Z) , membrane c a p a c i t a n c e (C ) , 
m 
membrane resistance (R ) and electric double layer 
m 
capacitance (C ) across the pericardial membrane. The 
d 
study of the above parameters related to the electric 
double layer formed at the electrolyte/pericardial 
membrane interface is important in understanding the 
mechanism of transport across the biomembrane (1-7). 
Impedance measurements provide a powerful diagnos-
tic tool for the analysis of many electrochemical sys-
tems (8-11). Lakshminarayanaiah, N. (12) has discussed 
the importance of the impedance measurements, character-
istics of polystyrene sulphonic acid and interpreted the 
data in terms of resistance and capacitance characteris-
tics of simple membremes. The technique of capacitance 
has been applied to many passive and excitable membranes 
(13-16). The capacitance and conductance studies were 
carried out using many other membranes which revealed 
that the effect of electrolyte concentration and fre-
quency on the membrane capacitance may be due to some 
structural changes in the membrane rather than the 
electrode polarization (17-19). 
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The electric resistance of natural membranes and 
lipid bilayers is increased when the temperature is 
lowered (20). Some exceptional behavior are also quoted 
(21). The time constant of a number of membrane proc-
esses is affected by membrane capacitance, so it is an 
important property in the present context. It is gener-
ally found that value of membrane capacitance is greatly 
affected by dielectric constant of the medium and its 
value is higher for natural membrane than that of lipid 
bilayers (22). 
This chapter, therefore, deals with the measure-
ments of resistance and capacitance in aqueous solutions 
of NaCl and KCl as functions of concentrations and 
frequency. With the help of these observed values of 
resistance and capacitance several other parameters have 
been calculated employing various mathematical equa-
tions . 
6.2 Results and Discussions : 
The values of electrical resistance, R , and 
E 
electrical capacitance, C , have been measured in aque-
E 
ous electrolyte solutions of NaCl and KCl across the 
pericardium using the LCR bridge as a functions of 
110 
electrolyte concentration and frequency ranging from 
10 Hz to 10 H2 at a temperature 25+. 1 C. The results 
are given in tables 1-2. It is obvious from these 
tables that the resistance across the pericardial mem-
brane decreases with an increase in concentration of 
aqueous solutions of NaCl and KCl. Since a decrease in 
resistance indirectly reflects an increase in the trans-
port activity, it may be inferred that an increase in 
the concentration of electrolyte reflects an increase in 
the transport activity at the membrane interface. In a 
situation of active transport, as in the present study, 
An increase in transport activity is possible in 3 ways, 
i.e., when (1) either there is an increase in number or 
(2) activity or (3) both of the active transport sites 
in the membrane. Further, the increase in concentration 
of electrolyte solution will cause a progressive accu-
mulation of ionic species within the transmembrane 
region. 
Another factor affecting membrane resistance could 
be the applied frequency. It is apparent from the 
table-1 that electrical resistance across pericardial 
membrane decreased with an increase in the applied 
frequency. Since, the higher value of applied frequency 
produces faster exchange of polarity between the ions 
and transmembrane region, it will tend to cause leakage 
of membrane and, thus, decrease the resistance. Further, 
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since the higher frequency retards the asymmetric 
effect, the drag on moving ions across the membrane from 
behind will be lower, thus favoring an increase in 
conductance of ion and, hence, a decrease in membrane 
resistance. 
As is obvious from table-2 the electrical capaci-
tance C , increases with increase in concentration but 
E 
it decreases with increase in applied frequency. Both 
the variation in C , may be attributed to the fact that 
E 
the changes are produced in the dielectric properties 
( 6) and effective thickness (d) of the membrane/elec-
trolyte in accordance with the following equation for 
the parallel plate capacitor : 
4 
C = e/36xl0 d (1) 
E 
From equation ( D C is directly proportional to dielec-
E 
trie constauat and inversely proportional to the 
thickness (d) of the membrane. Generally it is consid-
ered that the dielectric constant of the binding cavity 
(ion channel) is lower than that of bulk water. But 
with the increase in the concentration of electrolyte, 
more solvated ions enter the ion channels. This will 
increase the dielectric constant of the channel, hence 
the increase in electrical capacitance. 
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Alterations in membrane thickness can be another 
mechanism of increase in electrical capacitance as per 
the correlation given in equation (1) as the two are 
inversely proportional. It is not possible to assume a 
physical decrease in membrane thickness in the present 
experiment, but a functional decrease in membrane thick-
ness is a rational possibility. Due to alternate open-
ing of binding cavity on uptake and discharge side of 
membrane, the effective thickness (d) of the channel is 
lower than that of biomembrane as a whole. Such a situa-
tion will cause an increase in electrical capacitance 
with increase in electrolyte concentration. 
Permeability of membrane and the mechanism of flow 
of ion across the membrane can not be fully understood 
until and unless we know the impedance (Z), reactance 
(X), membrane resistance (R ) and membrane capacitance 
m 
C .These are evaluated on the bases of following equa-
m 
tions proposed by LakshminarayanaiaJi and Shanes (23) for 
an equivalent circuit model : SWcw-n J-K F*^-* 
X = 1/WC (2) 
E 
Where W = 27Tf, f is applied frequency 
2 
R = R [l-»-(X/R ) ] (3) 
m E E 
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C = (X/R ) (1/WR ) (4) 
m E m 
2 2 1/2 
Z = (R -^X ) (5) 
E 
Where X is the reactance, C is the electrical capaci-
E 
tance, R electrical resistance, R is membrane resist-
E m 
ance C is membrane capacitance and Z is the impedance, 
m 
The calculated values of membrane resistance R^^ and membrane 
capacitance C^ j^ are given in table-3, 4. 
The data of reactance X, calculated from equation-
2, using the values of C and applied frequency f are 
E 
given in table- 5 
The values of impedance (Z) calculated from the 
data of the values of R and X employing equation-5 are 
E 
summarized in table- 6 It is clear from table-£" that 
the values of impedance decreases with increase in 
concentration of electrolyte and applied frequency. This 
implies that conduction of ions across the membrane 
taking place with ease. 
Electrical double layer theory (24) may also be 
used to calculate the electrical double layer capaci-
tance C , in the light of the following 
d 
consideration:Armstrong (25) modified the equivalent 
circuit model to interpret the impedance characteristics 
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of the double layer effect which represent a solid 
smooth surface in contact with the penetrating electro-
lyte. The impedance expression of the proposed equiva-
lent circuit for the membrane/electrolyte is 
2R 
t 
+ 
E 
b 
R 
m 
(6) 
l+jWC R 1+jWC R 1+jWC R 
d t g b m m 
Where, C is the specific geometric capacitance which is 
g 
assumed to depend upon the structural details of the 
membrane frame work, C the interfacial double layer 
d 
capacitance, R and R are bulk resistance and charge 
b t 
transfer resistance respectively between the membrane 
electrolyte interface assuming the transfer to be a 
single step process. <?.^ui^A4 €juit^ cU^^^"^ ^ A^cu.-^ u,v 
^ ^ ^ ^ , 
The real and imaginary parts of equation (6) are 
by : 
R R R 
t b m 
-f = 
given 
(7) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 a 
l+w C R 1+w C ^ b l-»-w C R 
d t g m m 
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2 2 2 
2C R C R C R 
d t g b mm 
( 8 ) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
1+w C R 1+w C R l+w C R 
d t g b m m 
At higher frequencies equation (8) can be approximated 
as -
1/C = 1/C + 2/C (9) 
m g d 
Equation (9) indicates that the membrane/electrolyte 
system may be considered to be composed of three capaci-
tors arranged in series. Geometrical capacitors is 
placed between the two interfacial double layer capaci-
tor as suggested by Armstrong (25) for high electrolyte 
concentration and/or significant surface charge (26,27) 
1/C >> 2/C , so that C = C 
g d m g 
Taking this value of C as C at IM NaCl and IM KCl 
m g 
solutions, the different values of C at other electro-
d 
lyte concentrations are calculated by using equations 
(9) and have been summarized in table-7. It is obvious 
from table-7 that the values of C for both the electro-
d 
lytes, decreases with increase in electrolyte concentra-
tion, thereby pointing towards the dependence of C and 
m 
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C differs from C when 
m g 
1/C = 2/C 
g d 
This is because of the absence of the charge in low 
electrolyte concentration. The exact form of double 
layer capacitance depends upon the fixed charge ( ^  ) 
and the membrane potential (Vm). If C$ = 0 , then 
<S#^i4^in hoc 
C = (10) 
d 
(1/K)d 
Where, ^^0 = 8,85x10 F/cm, fewis the dielectric coef-
ficient of water, oC is a constant depending upon the 
structural details of the membrane and (1/K) is the 
Debye-Huckel length given by 
-8 
4.31x10 
1/K = (11) 
1/2 
(2jgu.) 
Where, jju is ionic strength of the electrolyte solution,c6 
is determined from the following relations, 
124 
(• .*^_-_^____ s i i i h < + 2 ] = V m / 2 ( R T / F ) ( 1 2 ) 
( 1 / K ) C 
6 
or alternatively, 
C Vm = ^ =4FC (1/K) Sin h^ (13) 
m 
Where, o^ is the polarization charge on capacitor. 
If Vm << (KT/F), Sin h oC = «^ , so that equation (11) 
reduces to 
C = (14) 
d 
1/K 
The values of C calculated using equation (14) 
d 
are given in table-8. It apparent that the values of C 
d 
obtained using equation (9) and (14) differ from each 
other. This difference in the values of C may be due 
d 
to the presence of polarizing charge, binding asymmetry 
of ions on the both sides of membrane and other struc-
tural details of membrane matrix. 
The pericardial membrane possess a fixed positive 
charge and is anion selective in nature (28). The 
counter ions form a double layer at the membrane sur-
face. The increase in concentration of electrolyte in 
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solution causes the counter ions in the form of double 
layer, to be pushed inside the membrane resulting in a 
decrease in the effective thickness of the membrane and 
an increase in the ionic charge within the membrane. 
This effect increases in the case of blomembrane in 
contrast to synthetic membrane. In the blomembrane the 
+ + 
Na /K active transport across the membrane probably 
allow more pushing of double layer into transmembrane 
+ + 
region due to passage of active ions Na /K using ATP as 
energy source. This explains the greater diffusion 
of ions through the membrane with an increase in concen-
tration of electrolyte. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In biological systems two types of transport are 
known to exist '• (a) against the concentration gradient 
or active transport, and (b) down the concentration 
gradient or passive transport. Both the transport phe-
nomena occur through active and passive binding sites 
independently. 
Against the concentration gradient transport or so 
called active transport is energetically coupled to 
hydrolysis of ATP while down the concentration gradient 
transport or down hill transport is totally governed by 
phys i ca1 f orces. 
This chapter is confined to discussion on active 
transport 
In earlier studies of active transport of ions 
across the membranes both the surfaces of the membrane 
were presume to be of identical composition and function 
(1-5). However recently it has been suggested that both 
the sides of the membrane are not functionally identi-
cal, and one side of the membrane is better suited to 
uptake the ions than the other side. The side which is 
better suited for uptake of ions is called the uptake 
side and the other side is called the discharge aide of 
the membr2uie. 
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Recent experiments have shown that the binding 
site has a higher ion binding affinity on the uptake 
side of the membrane, and lower affinity on the dis-
charge side(9}. Such differences are theoretically 
related to the maximum transport rate (3,10-11). For 
maximum efficiency, the affinity difference for ion 
binding to the uptake and discharge conformations should 
match the chemical potential difference due to the 
concentration difference of the ions on the two sides of 
the membrane(11). 
Later on Tanford(ll) proposed that the accessibil-
ity of the binding site to ions on different sides of 
membrane is coupled to specific conformation changes in 
the transport proteins. In the uptake conformation, it 
is assumed that there are more negatively charged groups 
near the binding site to provide a higher binding affin-
ity for positive ions and the site is only accessible to 
the side of low ion concentration. At the discharge 
side, conformation changes in the protein change the 
accessibility of the binding site from the uptake side. 
Mean time some of the negatively charged groups move 
away from the binding site weakening the binding affini-
ty. In all these models (11-14), the binding site is 
located in the transmembrane region, and energy to drive 
the cycle is derived from the hydrolysis of ATP. 
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More recent experiments have suggested that active 
transport and conductance of ions is modulated by two 
major factors. 
(1) Dielectric constant of aqueous phases on both the 
sides of membrane and of the medium inside the ion chan 
neis. Protein membrane interior is a low dielectric 
medium with a dielectric constant of about two to 
four(15-16). The bulk water is a high dielectric medium 
with its value eighty. 
(2) Location of the ion binding site with respect to the 
two sides of membrane may be quite asjnometric. These 
asymmetericity affects the ion movements on the both 
sides of the membrane and across it also. Some recent 
experiments have suggested that plasma membrane calcium 
ATP-ases embed in the membrane in a very asymmetric 
manner(6,17-18). 
The difference in binding affinity at the uptake 
and release states was not explicitly specified in the 
earliest model of active transport (12-14). In that 
model the direction of movement of ions is controlled by 
the alternate opening of binding cavity to different 
sides of membrane for the uptake and release of ions. 
Arif et.al. (1-3) developed a model to study the mem-
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brane potential and transport phenomena across the 
biological membranes. In this model electrolytic solu-
tion of different concentrations were separated by 
biological membrane and light was thrown on the above 
studies from different angles (4,5). The above model has 
been modified in the present work, and the details have 
been provided in chapter-3. In these experiments both 
the surface electrostatics and compositions of the 
surfaces of pericardial membrane are not considered 
identical and an experimental setup is developed to 
provide the experimental verification of the dissimilar 
behaviour of uptake and discharge sides of membrane. 
In this chapter effects of above electrostatic 
interaction on the ion conductance in an asymmetric 
system is discussed with the help of experimental re-
sults. An effort is made to investigate the possible 
contribution of these interactions to active transport. 
7.2 BE60LTS AMD DISCUSSIONS: 
Using the apparatus shown in fig.4 of chapter-3, 
the specific conductances(mmho/cm) of uptake side, 
discharge side and across the pericardium were recorded 
at 25^.IC. The recorded data of specific conductances of 
LiCl, MaCl, KCL and Na SO are summarized in the 
2 4 
tables-1-4. The values of specif ic conductances of a l l 
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these uniunivalent and uni-bivalent electrolytes are 
plotted against the negative logarithm of electrolyte 
concentration(-logC) and are shown in fig,1-4. 
Lijima et.al.(19) studied the effect of various 
alkali chlorides on conductance across the nylon mem-
branes. They observed that the conductance of the ions 
increase with increase in the concentration of the 
electrolytes. The sequence of membrane conductance for 
the alkali chlorides and sulphates under the same condi-
tion is Na SO > KCl > NaCl > LiCl, similar to their 
2 4 
ionic concentration and ionic radii order. Similar 
behaviour was observed by several investigators for 
certain organic membranes(20-24). This sequence indi-
cates that the size of the ions is the major factor in 
the diffusion process. Membrane porosity in relation to 
the size of species(hydrated) flowing through the mem-
brstne seems to determine the above sequence. 
The above studies examines only the total conduct-
ance across the artificial membrane. They did not take 
into consideration the conductance of uptake and dis-
charge side of the membrane. We have studied all the 
three types of conductances with the pericardium, which 
is a biological membrane. 
20 -r 
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Fig. 1 : Plots of specific conductances (K) of iqitake side, cfischarge side and 
across the memlrane, vecsus -Log C for NaCl with pecicanfial 
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Fig. 2 : Plots of specific conductance (K) of uptake side, disdiacge side and 
across the membrane, versus -log C for KCl with pericardial 
membrane. 
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Pig. 3 : Plots of qiecific conductance (K) of uptake side, discharge side and acras 
the memtrane, versus -log C for LiCl with pericaixlial membrane. 
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Fig. 4 : Plots of specific conductance (K) of uptaloe side, discharge side and 
across the membrane, versus -log C for NajSO. with peiicardial 
membrane. 
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An elementary examination of these data show that 
all the three kinds of specific conductances viz uptake 
side, discharge side and across the membrane, increase 
with the increase in concentration of the uniunivalent 
and uni-bivalent electrolytes and attain a maximum 
limiting value. 
It was obvious from the fig.1-4 that the specific 
conductance of all the electrolytes is different for 
the uptake side, discharge side and across the membrane. 
The order of the specific conductance of the above three 
sides under identical conditions being : uptake side > 
discharge side > across the membrane. Tanford (4) had 
shown that the bindixxg side on the uptake side of mem-
brane have a higher ion binding affinity than the dis-
charge side. This difference in affinity of the binding 
site to ions on different sides of the membrane is 
coupled to the specific conformation changes in the 
transport protein. There are possibly more negatively 
charged groups near the binding site (uptake side) to 
provide a high binding affinity for alkali cation which 
enhances the conductance of ion. While on the discharge 
side the affinity of the binding site is lower because 
some of the negatively charged groups move away from the 
binding site, weakening the binding affinity resulting 
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in a decrease in ionic conductamce. Our observations 
support the above hypothesis. The location of the ion 
binding site with respect to the two sides of the mem-
brane may be quite asymmetric, and this asymmetricity of 
binding site is most likely to cause variation in the 
specific conductance of the both side of the membrane. 
The cellular basis of this assymetricity can be easily 
understood from the fact that the sarcoplasmic reticu-
lum(SR), plasma membrane calcium ATP-ases and binding 
sites embed in the membrane in a very asymmetric 
manner(1,17-18). 
The values of specific conductances (Table-1-4) 
across the pericardial membrane was found to be lower 
than that of the remaining two viz uptake and discharge 
side. The energy difference between these two sides 
(uptake and discharge) explains the difference in bind-
ing affinities of the two conformations, since the ion 
binding neutralizes the protein charged groups at the 
binding site and eliminates the polarization charges. 
The energy difference between the two sides and 
variation in the values of the specific conductances 
across the membrane aixd of the both sides depend on the 
nature of medium under the similar conditions. This 
difference of lower values of specific conductances 
across the pericardium can be explained by the model of 
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Lauger (3). According to him there are two extreme 
classes of models for active transport: (a) low field 
model (b) high field model. In the low field model the 
medium (solvent) of channels should be the similar as 
water having same dielectric constant. In this case the 
values of specific conductance should be high because 
channels are considered sufficiently wide. But our 
system falls in the (b) category where protein membrane 
interior (channel medium) can be modelled as a high 
field model because this medium has very low dielectric 
constant about 2 to 4 (10-11). While both the aqueous 
phase have bulk water with a high dielectric constant of 
80. Earlier theories on ion transport have successfully 
modelled ion channels of the high field class (15-17). 
In the high field class model the channels are very 
narrow and the conductance is necessarily low. This is 
the main reason of lower conductance of membrane across 
it than the conductance of ions on the uptake and dis-
charge side. 
The pericardium is like a double layer sac enclos-
ing the heart. The two inner layers of the sac, which 
are almost in contact with each other, enclose a small 
amount of fluid (approximately 50-100 ml) called the 
pericardial fluid. The outer layer of the sac is in 
contact with the enclosed heart and the surrounding 
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lung, this outer layer behaved as the uptake aide in our 
experiments. The inner layer of the pericardial sac 
showed the properties of the discharge side of membrane. 
As has already been mentioned approximately 50 
to 100 ml fluid is normally present in the pericardial 
sac. This fluid serves the purpose of lubrication and 
helps in cardiac activity. However, further collection 
of fluid will cause compression of the heart and will 
hinder in its normal activity as occurs in the condition 
called pericardial effusion. In this condition large 
amount of fluid accumulates in the pericardial sac. The 
effect of this fluid accumulation depends upon the 
rapidity of development of pericardial effusion. With 
slow accumulation even the presence of 1 to 2 litres of 
fluid may not pose any serious problem. On the other 
hand, rapid accumulation of even 500 ml fluid may cause 
compression of heart and prevent its normal activity. 
When the heart is not able to perform its normal activi-
ty because of accumulation of pericardial fluid, it is 
said to be in cardiac tamponad. In this situation the 
heart is unable to pump out the required amount of blood 
and the patients develops low blood pressure. If the 
fluid is not Immediately removed from the pericardial 
sac the patient will die because of stoppage of heart 
action. 
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The above pattern of the pericardial sac, that is 
the presence of uptake side on the outer side of the sac 
and the discharge side on the inner side of the sac will 
favour accumulation of fluid in the pericardial sac 
which will ultimately lead to cardiac tamponad unless 
the excess accximulation of fluid is prevented by some 
physiological process. This is possible if the uptake 
and discharge sides of the membrane are interconvertible 
so that when there is excess fluid collection, the fluid 
instead of being imbibed into the sac is actually 
removed from the sac, thus maintaining a balance between 
the intake of fluid into the sac and its exudation out 
of the sac according to the requirement. It seems that 
the pressure of the pericardial sac plays an important 
role in determining the uptake side and the discharge 
side of the membrane and the two fixnctions are reversi-
ble or interconvertible. Thus when excess amount of 
fluid is accumulated in the pericardial sac, the previ-
ously discharge side becomes the uptake side and uptake 
side adopts the function of the discharge side of the 
pericardial sac causing removal of fluid from the peri-
cardial cavity. When the pressure in the pericardial 
sac falls below a certain level, the uptak.e and dis-
charge functions are reversed and some fluid is trans-
ferred to the pericardial sac. In irritating conditions 
affecting the pericardial membrane, such as tuberculo-
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sis, this hemostasis may be lost leading to collection 
of huge amount of pericardial fluid. Oncotic pressure of 
plasma proteins may likewise play an important part in 
hemodynamics of pericardial fluid. With hypoproteinemia 
also a similar mechemism be the cause of collection of 
large amount of peri car dial-fiiuti There may be other 
factors affecting the pericardial fluid membrane hemody-
namics, acting through their effect on the uptake and 
discharge characteristics of the membrane. These fac-
tors are yet to be identified and their effect on the 
uptake and discharge characteristics of the biological 
membranes deserve to be elucidated. 
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